VI.C.

2021 Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition ‐ Bid No. B2021‐03
Bid Opening, October 25, 2021 at 10:00 am
Community Development Large Conference Room
As‐Read and Confirmed
Bidder

Bid Bond

Addendum #1 Ack

Base Bid

Anthem Excavation & Demo

x

x

$98,500.00

Copenhaver Construction

x

x

$108,000.00

Alpine Demolition Services

x

x

$88,410.00

Green Demolition Contractors, Inc.

x

x

$69,390.00

Break Thru Enerprises, Inc.

x

x

$97,500.00

Omega III LLC

x

x*

$60,503.00

Fowler Enterprises LLC

x

x*

$62,802.00

*Written Signed Receipt Not Included, but acknowleged
in Bid Form

Engineer's Estimate
Average (mean) of Bids
Average (median) of Bids

$52,000.00
$83,586.43
$88,410.00

October 27, 2021
City of Warrenville
3S258 Manning Avenue
Warrenville, Illinois 60555
Attn:

Ms. Kristine Hocking, P.E., CFM
P: (630) 836-3066
E: khocking@warrenville.il.us

Re:

Omega III LLC References
Bid Number B2021-03
Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition at 28W244 Warrenville Road
Warrenville, Illinois 60555
Terracon Project No.: 11197222D

Dear Ms. Hocking:
Terracon Consultants, Inc. (Terracon) is pleased to submit our summary of discussions with
references for the apparent low bidder for the above-referenced bid and project (the project). In
response to the bid package that the City of Warrenville (the City) published on October 4, 2021,
the City received bids from prospective contractors interested in performing the project.
On October 25, 2021, the City of Warrenville opened sealed bids for the project from contractors
including:
◼ Anthem Excavation & Demo
◼ Break Thru Enterprises, Inc.
◼ Copenhaver Construction
◼ Omega III LLC
◼ Alpine Demolition Services
◼ Fowler Enterprises LLC
◼ Green Demolition Contractors, Inc.
According to the bid information from the City, the lowest bid was received from Omega III LLC.
of Elgin, Illinois.
Omega III LLC’s bid was in the amount of $60,503.00, which is higher than the engineer’s estimate
of $52,000.00 established in early 2020 based on the cost estimate received at that time and
City’s input. Fowler Enterprises LLC provided the next lowest bid proposal at a value of
$62,802.00 (approximately $2,300.00 higher than Omega III LLC’s bid).
The bid from Omega III LLC provided six references for work they had performed for others that
was similar in scope to the City’s project. Omega III LLC listed projects completed either directly
or indirectly for other municipalities including the Village of Hanover Park and Village of Stickney.

Terracon Consultants, Inc.
192 Exchange Boulevard Glendale Heights, IL 60139
P (630) 717-4263
F (630) 357-9489
www.terracon.com
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Based on the asbestos abatement and building demolition work that Omega III LLC performed
the references provided the following information:
◼

◼
◼

Brad Treadwell, with the Forest Preserve District of Kane County (FPDKC), stated that
they would recommend Omega III LLC and that they finished the project on time, on
budget with no change orders. In addition, Omega III LLC was the low bidder which
FPDKC is required to select and they were happy with the outcome.
Jerry Ford, with K-Plus, stated that they would recommend Omega III LLC and that they
finished the project early, on time and on budget.
Josh Brniak, with the Village of Stickney, stated they are happy with Omega II LLC’s
services, they provided a good clean service and are currently working with them on a
second project.

Terracon discussed the project schedule with Omega III LLC. On October 27, 2021, Omega
stated that they should be available during the timeframe of the project as long as they can start
the permit application right away. Please note that not all the references listed in the Bid
responded for Terracon to get the reference information. Another noteworthy item is that $1 was
put in the removal and recycle of hazardous materials category. According to Omega, the removal
and recycle of hazardous materials cost is built in the abatement line item, which is acceptable.
Based on the feedback received, a reason to disqualify Omega III LLC from being awarded the
subject work was not identified.
Please contact us at (630) 717-4263 if you have any questions or require additional information.
Sincerely,
Terracon Consultants, Inc.

for:
Heather E. Eckard
Project Manager

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

for:
Mitch Reiber, CIH
Principal
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RESOLUTION NO. R2021-64
A RESOLUTION APPROVING A CONTRACT WITH OMEGA III LLC
FOR THE 2021 ASBESTOS ABATEMENT AND BUILDING DEMOLITION AT
THE OLD TOWN REDEVELOPMENT SITE #2
WHEREAS, the City is a home rule municipal corporation pursuant to Article VII, Section
6(a) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970; and
WHEREAS, the City has budgeted sufficient funds in the FY2022 budget for asbestos
abatement and building demolition at the Old Town Redevelopment Site #2 at 28W244
Warrenville Road (“Work”); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the City’s purchasing procedures, the City issued a Request for
Proposals for the Work (“RFP”); and
WHEREAS, on October 25, 2021, the City received seven bids in response to the RFP;
and
WHEREAS, City staff has reviewed and analyzed the bids and recommends that the City
Council approve a contract for the Work with Omega III LLC (“Contractor”) in the low bid not-toexceed amount of $60,503.00 (“Contract”); and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and the City Council have determined that it is in the best interest
of the City and the public to approve the Contract with Contractor for the Work at the price
proposed;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF
WARRENVILLE, DUPAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: Recitals. The recitals listed above are incorporated in this Resolution as if
fully set forth in this Resolution.
SECTION 2: Approval of Contract. The Contract with Contractor for the Work in the notto-exceed amount of $60,503.00 is hereby approved in the form attached to this Resolution as
Exhibit A.
SECTION 3: Execution. The City Council hereby authorizes and directs the City
Administrator to execute, on behalf of the City, the final Contract only after receipt by the City
Administrator of at least two executed copies of the Contract from Contractor; provided, however,
that if the City Administrator does not receive such executed copies of the Contract from
Contractor within 60 days after the date of adoption of this Resolution, then this authority to
execute and seal the Contract shall, at the option of the City Council, be null and void.
SECTION 4: Change Orders. The City Administrator, or his designee, is authorized to
execute one or more Contract Change Orders for additional work consisting of additional
unforeseen items of work related to, or arising from other work contemplated by, the scope of
work in the Contract in an amount not to exceed five percent of the contract price, subject to the
City Administrator making the necessary determination that the work contemplated by the Change
Order complies with Section 33E-9 of Article 33E of the Criminal Code of 1961 and placing a copy
of such determinations in the contract file.

SECTION 5: Effective Date. This Resolution shall be in full force and effect following its
passage and approval in the manner provided by law.
PASSED THIS ____ day of ________, 2021.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
APPROVED THIS ____ day of ________, 2021.

_____________________________________
MAYOR
ATTEST:
___________________________
CITY CLERK

EXHIBIT A
CONTRACT

Agreement and Bid Proposal with
Omega III LLC for Asbestos
Abatement and Building
Demolition – City of Warrenville
B2021-03
28W244 Warrenville Road
Warrenville, Illinois
October 25, 2021
Terracon Project No. 11197222D

Prepared for:
City of Warrenville
Warrenville, Illinois
Prepared by:
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SECTION 00 11 16 - INVITATION FOR BIDS
Sealed bids will be received by the City of Warrenville, Illinois for the project entitled "Asbestos
Abatement and Building Demolition” until 10:00 am on Monday, October 25, 2021 at the office
of the City Clerk located at 28W701 Stafford Place, Warrenville, IL 60555. Sealed bids shall be
addressed to the City of Warrenville, City Clerk at 28W701 Stafford Place, Warrenville, IL 60555 and
shall be labeled “Sealed Bid Number B2021-03 – Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition:
28W244 Warrenville Road, Warrenville, Illinois”.
The sealed bids will be publicly opened and read aloud in the City Council Chambers, on the same
date. The room is located on the second floor at 28W701 Stafford Place, Warrenville, IL 60555.
The work includes building demolition of a former convenience store building and former filling station
kiosk; proper removal and disposal of asbestos-containing materials (ACM) and other regulated
materials requiring special handling prior to demolition; and all incidental and collateral work
necessary to complete the project. This work is partially funded by the U.S. EPA CERCLA Funds.
A mandatory pre-bid meeting will be held at 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, October 13, 2021, at the
project site to review the site conditions. Site safety measures for the meeting for COVID-19 will be
required, including, but not limited to, masks, social distancing and good hygiene practices.
The Contract Documents may be inspected and purchased at the City of Warrenville, Community
Development Department, 3S258 Manning Avenue, Warrenville, IL 60555, (630) 393-9050. The
non-refundable cost for bid documents is $35.00 and is payable to City of Warrenville in the form of
certified check, cashier's check or money order. The contractor shall submit proof of a current
registration as a Licensed Asbestos Contractor with the Illinois Department of Public Health
(IDPH) with their sealed bid. No partial sets of specifications or drawings will be issued. Each
purchaser will receive one set of bid documents and a PDF emailed to the contact person. Addenda
will be issued only to plan holders of record.
Each bid shall be accompanied by a bid bond, bank draft, cashier's check or certified check payable
to the order of the City of Warrenville, Illinois, in an amount not less than five (5) percent of the
amount of the bid, as a guaranty that the bidder will execute the contract, if it is awarded, in conformity
with the bid form. Bid Bonds will be duly executed by the Bidder as principal and having as surety
thereon a surety company approved by the Owner, having a minimum equivalent of a A.M. Best
Company Inc., A-rating, and will be prepared on the form attached within the bid documents. No
bidder may withdraw his bid after the scheduled closing for a period of sixty (60) days or the contract
is awarded, whichever is first.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish Performance and Payment Bonds on forms provided
in the Contract Documents, each in an amount equal to 100 percent of the contract price. Such
Performance and Payment Bonds will be provided by surety companies acceptable to the City and
rated at least A- by A.M. Best Company Inc.
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Each Bidder will upon request of the City submit a statement of the Bidder’s qualifications, his
experience record in constructing the type of Project embraced in the contract, his organization and
equipment available for the work contemplated, and, when specifically requested by the City, a
detailed financial statement. The City will have the right to take such steps as it deems necessary to
determine the ability of the Bidder to perform his obligations under the Contract and the Bidder will
furnish the City all such information and data for this purpose as it may request. The right is reserved
to reject any Bid where an investigation of the available evidence or information does not satisfy the
City that the Bidder is qualified to carry out properly the terms of the Contract.
Not less than the prevailing minimum rate of wages as found by the City of Warrenville, or the
Department of Labor, or determined by the court on review will be paid to all laborers and workmen
performing work under this contract. The Contractor will be responsible to notify each subcontractor
of the wage rates set forth in this contract and revisions thereto. If the Department of Labor revises
the wage rates, the revised rate as provided by the public body will apply to this contract and the
Contractor will not be allowed additional compensation on account of said revisions. To the extent
permitted by law, preference will be given to the employment of Illinois laborers for all work under
this contract in compliance with State law (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1985, Chap. 48 I to 275).
The Owner expressly reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to accept the one that appears to
be in the best interest of the Owner. The Owner expressly reserves the right to waive any
informalities or technical irregularities in a bid if to do so is in the best interest of the Owner.
The City Council will determine the successful bidder.
Dated at Warrenville, Illinois this 4th day of October 2021.
BY ORDER OF THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF WARRENVILLE, ILLINOIS
Julie Clark, City Clerk
END OF SECTION 00 11 16
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SECTION 00 21 13 - INSTRUCTION TO BIDDERS
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
Project Name:

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT AND BUILDING DEMOLITION
28W244 WARRENVILLE ROAD
WARRENVILLE, ILLINOIS
Bid Number B2021-03

Project Owner:

City of Warrenville
3S258 Manning Avenue
Warrenville, IL 60555

Project Consultant:

Terracon Consultants, Inc.
192 Exchange Blvd
Glendale Heights, IL 60139

Bids Due:

Monday, October 25, 2021, 10:00 AM
Office of the City Clerk
28W701 Stafford Place
Warrenville, IL 60555

Project Scope:

The work includes building demolition of a former convenience
store building and former filling station kiosk; proper removal and
disposal of asbestos-containing materials (ACM) and other
regulated materials requiring special handling prior to demolition;
and all incidental and collateral work necessary to complete the
project.
The work is partially funded by the U.S. EPA CERCLA Funds.

Pre-Bid Meeting:

There will be a single mandatory pre-bid meeting required for this
project to be held at the site on October 13, 2021, at 2:00 p.m.
Bidders must attend to be eligible to bid this project.

Project Schedule:

Site Control and Abatement - Work will commence within 1 week
from a written "Notice to Proceed" by the Owner and be completed
within 5 working days.
Building Demolition and Site Preparation – Work will commence
after completion of abatement work and be completed within 1
week.
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GENERAL
All contractors bidding this work are to bid only on items as noted in this document. To be
considered, bids must be made in accordance with these instructions to bidders.
Contractor will be responsible for complying with all applicable licensing and patent regulations.
The Owner and Consultant are not responsible for any contractor's licensing or patent
infringements.
BIDDERS QUALIFICATIONS
The Owner may require from any bidder prior to award of the contract, a detailed statement
regarding the business and/or technical organization of the bidder that is available for the work
that is contemplated. Information pertaining to financial resources, experience of personnel, plan
facilities, insurance claims, surety claims, health and safety records etc., may be required to
satisfy the Owner that the bidder is equipped and prepared to fulfill the contract for the work should
it be awarded to bidder. At a minimum, the following documents may be requested of the winning
bidder:






Company health and safety record.
Evidence of insurability to meet the Owner’s insurance requirements and any additional
umbrella coverages.
Evidence that any proposed sub-contractors are capable of meeting the Owner’s insurance
requirements.
Evidence of ability to procure performance and payment bonds and indicate the maximum
bonding capacity, if applicable.
Pertinent details pertaining to proposed waste hauler and disposal facility.

BID SECURITY
Each bid due will be accompanied by a certified check, or cashier's check, cash, or a bid bond
made payable to the City of Warrenville in the amount of not less than five (5%) percent of the
total base bid. Failure to furnish a bid security in the proper form and amount, by the time set for
opening bids, may be cause for rejection of the bid, in the absolute discretion of the Owner.
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If a Bidder fails to timely submit all additional information requested by Owner, or if the
successful Bidder fails to timely and properly submit all required Bonds, certificates and policies
of insurance, or if the successful Bidder fails to timely and properly execute the Contract, the
Contractor’s Certification, and all other required documentation related to the Contract, it will be
difficult and impracticable to ascertain and determine the amount of damage that Owner will
sustain by reason of any such failure. For such reason, every Bidder shall, by submitting its
Bidder’s Proposal, be deemed to agree that Owner shall have the right, at its option in the event
of any such default, to retain or recover as reasonably estimated liquidated damages, and not
as a penalty, the entire amount of the Bid Security or five percent of the Bidder’s Price Proposal,
whichever is greater, or to exercise any and all equitable remedies it may have against the
defaulting Bidder.

PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION OF BIDS
Before submitting proposal, each bidder will carefully examine all documents pertaining to the
work and visit the site to verify conditions under which work will be performed. The mandatory
site walk through will be organized by the City of Warrenville.
Submission of a bid will be considered presumptive evidence that the Bidder has visited the site
and is conversant with local facilities and difficulties, the requirements of the documents and of
pertinent State or Local Codes, State of Labor and Material Markets, and has made due allowance
in his bid for all contingencies.
Include in the bid all costs of labor, material, equipment, allowance, fees, permits, guarantees,
applicable taxes, insurance and contingencies, with overhead and profit necessary to produce a
complete project, or to complete those portions of the work covered by the specifications on which
proposal is made, including all trades, without further cost to the Owner. Obtain all permits and
arrange for all inspections. Pay all fees and costs incurred.
No compensation will be allowed by reason of any difficulties which the Bidder could have
discovered or reasonably should have discovered prior to bidding.
All proposals must be made upon the bid form furnished by the Owner included herewith and
should give the amounts bid for work, in numbers, and must be signed and acknowledged by the
Contractor. Proposals that are not submitted on the form furnished by Owner or that are not
prepared in accordance with these Instructions to Bidders may be rejected. If a deficiently
prepared Bidder’s Proposal is not rejected, Owner may demand correction of any deficiency and
award the Contract to Bidder upon satisfactory compliance with these General Instructions to
Bidders.
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The proposal submitted must not contain erasures, inter-lineations, or other corrections unless
each correction is suitably authenticated by affixing in the margin immediately opposite the
correction the surname or surnames of the person or persons signing the bid.
Each sealed envelope containing a bid must be plainly marked on the outside with "Sealed Bid
Number B2021-03 – Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition: 28W244 Warrenville Road,
Warrenville, Illinois". The envelope should bear on the outside the name of the bidder, the bidder's
address and telephone number and the time and date of the bid opening.
BID PRICES
Amounts are to be shown in both words and figures where indicated on the bid. If the words and
figures do not match, the words will prevail, unless it is apparent in the Owner's opinion that the
words are in error. If the total base bid and the sum of the individual bid items do not match, the
sum of the individual bid items will prevail, unless it is apparent in the Owner's opinion that the
sum of the individual bid items is in error. A bid will be rejected if it does not contain a price for
each and every bid item listed.
All contractors will submit a list of all sub-contractors (if applicable), with their respective services
relating to the project. Failure to present such information is grounds for automatic rejection.
EXAMINATION OF BIDDING DOCUMENTS AND PROJECT SITE
Each bidder will examine the bidding documents carefully. Bidders may make a written request
to the Consultant for interpretation or correction of any ambiguity, inconsistency or error therein
which he may discover. Any interpretation or correction will be issued as an Addendum by the
Consultant. Only a written interpretation or correction by Addendum will be binding.
Prior to the bid submittal, each bidder will participate in the mandatory pre-bid meeting at the
project site to ascertain the conditions and limitations under which the work will be performed.
Bidder is responsible for verification of exact quantities of the materials to be removed.
INTERPRETATIONS
Discrepancies or ambiguities in, or omissions from, the proposed Bid Documents, which raise
questions, will be brought to the attention of Ms. Heather E. Eckard, Terracon, no later than
3:00 p.m. on Friday, October 15, 2021. The questions will be submitted in writing. Questions
will be e-mailed (heather.eckard@terracon.com). The answer to any question will be addressed
by an addendum issued by the Consultant. Neither Owner nor Terracon will be responsible for
oral/verbal interpretations.
Interpretations and supplemental instructions will be in the form of written addenda. Written
addenda, if issued, will be faxed or emailed to prospective bidders. All addenda so issued will
INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS - SECTION 00 21 13
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become part of the contract documents. The Bid Form contains spaces for the bidder to inscribe
the number of such addendum that is issued. If none are issued, fill these spaces with the word
"none.”
All addenda issued during the bidding period will be incorporated into the contract.
WITHDRAWAL AND MODIFICATION OF BIDS
A bidder may withdraw his bid by letter, telegram or by personally securing his bid after
demonstrating proper identification at any time prior to the time stated herein for the opening of
bids. Telephone or oral request to withdraw a bid will not be considered.
No Bidder’s Proposal shall be withdrawn without the consent of Owner for a period of 60 days
after the opening of any Bidder’s Proposal. Any Bidder’s Proposal may be withdrawn at any time
following the expiration of said 60 day period, provided that a request in writing, executed by
Bidder in the manner specified in Section 7 of these General Instructions to Bidders, for the
withdrawal of such Bidder’s Proposal is filed with Owner after said 60 day period. If no such
request is filed, the date for acceptance of such Bidder’s Proposal shall be deemed to be extended
until such a request is filed or until Owner executes a Contract pursuant to the Invitation for
Bidder’s Proposals or until Owner affirmatively and in writing rejects such Bidder’s Proposal.
No Bidder’s Proposal shall be withdrawn without the consent of Owner for a period of 60 days
after the opening of any Bidder’s Proposal. Any Bidder’s Proposal may be withdrawn at any time
following the expiration of said 60 day period, provided that a request in writing, executed by
Bidder in the manner specified in Section 7 of these General Instructions to Bidders, for the
withdrawal of such Bidder’s Proposal is filed with Owner after said 60 day period. If no such
request is filed, the date for acceptance of such Bidder’s Proposal shall be deemed to be extended
until such a request is filed or until Owner executes a Contract pursuant to the Invitation for
Bidder’s Proposals or until Owner affirmatively and in writing rejects such Bidder’s Proposal.
AWARD OF CONTRACT
The Owner may reject any or all of the bids on any basis and without disclosure of a reason. The
failure to make such a disclosure will not result in accrual of any right, claim, or cause of action
by any unsuccessful bidder against the Owner.
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Reservation of Rights. Owner reserves the right to accept the Bidder’s Proposal that is, in its
judgment, the best and most favorable to the interests of Owner and the public; to reject the low
Price Proposal; to accept any item of any Bidder’s Proposal; to reject any and all Bidder’s
Proposals; to accept and incorporate corrections, clarifications or modifications following the
opening of the Bidder’s Proposals when to do so would not, in Owner’s opinion, prejudice the
bidding process or create any improper advantage to any Bidder; and to waive irregularities and
informalities in the bidding process or in any Bidder’s Proposal submitted; provided, however,
that the waiver of any prior defect or informality shall not be considered a waiver of any future or
similar defects or informalities, and Bidders should not rely upon, or anticipate, such waivers in
submitting their Bidder’s Proposals.
Firm Offers. All Bidder’s Proposals are firm offers to enter into the Contract and no Bidder’s
Proposals shall be deemed rejected, notwithstanding acceptance of any other Bidder’s
Proposal, until the Contract has been executed by both Owner and the successful Bidder or
until Owner affirmatively and in writing rejects such Bidder’s Proposal.

CONTRACT AND INSURANCE
The accepted bidder will enter into a written contract, provide the Owner with a Performance and
Payment Bond and copies of Worker's Compensation and Public Liability Insurance Policies or
certificates therefore, within ten (10) calendar days of the "Written Notice of Award" and prior to
the commencement of work. Copies of required bonds are attached. The City of Warrenville and
any consultant retained for the project by the City of Warrenville will be listed as additional insured
on insurance certificates.
FEDERAL LABOR STANDARDS AND PREVAILING WAGE RATES
Federal Labor Standards and Prevailing Wage Rates apply to all work performed on this contract.
It is the Contractor's responsibility to comply with these requirements and to assure compliance
by his subcontractors and/or any lower tier sub-contracts required by this contract.

RETURN OF BID SECURITIES
The bid security submitted in the form of Cashier’s Checks or Certified Checks will be returned
within five days after execution of the Contract by Owner. Bid Bonds will not be returned unless
otherwise requested by Bidder.
END OF SECTION 00 21 13
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ADDENDUM NUMBER 1
DATE:

October 18, 2021

PROJECT:

Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition

PROJECT NUMBER:

B2021-03

OWNER:

City of Warrenville

TO:

Prospective Bidders and other Interested Parties

This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the Bidding
Specifications dated October 4, 2021 with amendments and additions noted below.
Return the provided Receipt of Addendum Acknowledgement with the bid documents.
This Addendum consists of three (3) pages, plus seven (7) pages of attachments.
General Comments
1. A Pre-Bid Meeting was held at 2:00 PM on Wednesday, October 13 at the project site at
28W244 Warrenville Road. The sign-in sheet for the pre-bid meeting and plan holders list
is attached, and shall be considered a part of Addendum 1.

Questions asked during and after pre-bid meeting
1. What are the limits of the concrete removal around the buildings and kiosk?
RESPONSE: The slab and foundation and sidewalk around the convenience store
building shall be removed in their entirety. The slab and foundation of the kiosk, and
foundations of the canopy poles and remnants of concrete foundations of the gas pumps
shall be removed in their entirety. The remaining concrete pavement under the canopy
can remain in place. There are no basements associated with either the convenience store
building or the kiosk.
2. Can recycled concrete be used to backfill the foundation excavated areas?
RESPONSE: No, recycled concrete cannot be used. The excavated areas must be
backfilled with clean CA-6 and brought up to existing grade.
3. Will utilities be disconnected at the sanitary sewer and watermains?
RESPONSE: Public Works will disconnect and cap the sanitary and water services at the
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mains. The contractor must remove any service related piping in the excavation limits.

4. Have the gas and electric utilities been disconnected?
RESPONSE: The City contacted the gas and electric utilities to begin the disconnection
procedure. The City will be in charge of communicating with both utilities, disconnection
fees and scheduling work. It is anticipated that this should be complete by mid-November.
5. Will silt fence be required?
RESPONSE: Since there will be minimal soil disturbance, silt fence will not be necessary.
6. Will the existing temporary fencing stay on the site?
RESPONSE: No, the existing temporary fencing will be removed by the City. It is up to
the contractor to provide and erect temporary safety fencing forthe duration of the project.
7. When can the project begin?
RESPONSE: The construction contract will be presented at the November 1 City Council
meeting. After the contract is executed, bonds are submitted, and certificates of insurance
are provided, a pre-construction meeting will be held. Construction may begin after
USEPA/IEPA ACM 10-day notice is submitted. The City will work with the contractor to
submit a demolition permit and Stormwater Management Certificate, however, no fees will
be required.

Modifications to Project Specifications
1. SECTION 01 41 00 – CODES AND REDULATIONS
1.4 REGULATIORY NOTIFICATIONS: Remove “Include the following
information in the notification……to be used prior to beginning work” and
replace with “The notification should be filled out completely as given in
61.145(b). The notification should be submitted by mail with original ink
signatures.”
2. SECTION 02 41 16 - BUILDING DEMOLITION
3.1 INSPECTION
REVISE A & B: Revise to: “Make a thorough inspection and report
suspicion of asbestos containing materials or chemicals. The inspection will
include to examine behind walls, in pipe chases, and other relevant
situations. Start of operations will be evidence of acceptance that
environmental conditions have been remedied in accordance with Division
02 Sections.

ADD1-2

A thorough survey of existing conditions is required. Correlate with
requirements indicated to determine extent of demolition required.”
3.3 DEMOLITION
ADD “B.7 Demolition should be destructive in order for the inspector to
examine behind walls, in pipe chases, and other relevant situations.”
3.4 MANAGEMENT OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS
REVISE C: Burning of any materials will not be permitted on the site.

Attachments: Receipt of Addendum Acknowledgement (1 page)
Attendees List from Pre-Bid Conference (scanned) (4 pages)
Plan Holders List (scanned) (2 pages)

END ADDENDUM 1
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SECTION 00 52 00 - AGREEMENT
Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition
28W244 Warrenville Road
Warrenville, Illinois
BID NUMBER B2021-03
THIS AGREEMENT, made and concluded this
1
day of November , 2021 between the City of
Warrenville, acting by and through the Mayor and City Council, party of the first part hereinafter referred to as
the Owner, and OMEGA III LLC
, their executors, administrators, successors or assigns, known as
the party of the second part, hereinafter referred to as the Contractor.
WITNESSETH that, for and in consideration of the payments and agreements mentioned in the Proposal
hereto attached, to be made and performed by the Owner, and according to the terms expressed in the Bond
referring to these presents, the Contractor agrees with said Owner at his/their own proper cost and expense
to do all the work furnish all materials and all labor necessary to complete the work in accordance with the
Contract Documents hereinafter described and in full compliance with all of the terms of this agreement and
the requirements of the Engineer under it.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the said parties have executed these presents on the date above mentioned.
CITY OF WARRENVILLE (OWNER)
(SEAL)
By

Attest

Name David L. Brummel, Mayor

Name Julie Clark, City Clerk

Omega III LLC

(CONTRACTOR)

By________________________________

Attest________________________________

Name______________________________
(type or print)

Name__________________________________
(type or print)

Title_______________________________

Title___________________________________
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PERFORMANCE BOND
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That
as Principal, hereinafter called
Contractor, and,
as Surety, hereinafter called Surety, are held and firmly
bound unto the City of Warrenville as Obligee, hereinafter called Owner, in the amount of
($
) (One Hundred Percent of the Contract Price) for the payment whereof Contractor and Surety
bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by
these presents.
WHEREAS, Contractor has by a written agreement dated the
contract with Owner for:

day of

, 2021 entered into a

Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition
28W244 Warrenville Road
Warrenville, Illinois
BID NUMBER B2021-03
In accordance with Contract Documents prepared by:
City of Warrenville
3S258 Manning Avenue
Warrenville, IL 60555
which contract is by reference made a part hereof, and is hereinafter referred to as the Contract.
NOW THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation is such that if the said Contractor will in all respects well
and truly keep and perform the said Contract, and will pay all sums of money due or to become due, for any
labor, materials, apparatus, fixtures or equipment furnished for the purpose of constructing the work provided
in said contract, and will defend, indemnify and save harmless the Owner against any and all liens,
encumbrances, damages, claims, demands, expenses, costs and charges of every kind except as otherwise
provided in said Contract Documents arising out of or in relation to the performance of said work and the
provisions of said contract, and will remove and replace any defects in workmanship or materials which may
be apparent or may develop within a period of one (1) year from the date of final acceptance, then this
obligation will be null and void; otherwise it will remain in full force and effect.
And the said Surety, for value received, hereby stipulates and agrees that no change, extension of time,
alteration or addition to the terms of the contract or to the work to be performed there under or the specifications
accompanying the same will in any ways affect its obligation on this bond, and it does hereby waive notice of
any such change, extension of time, alteration or addition to the terms of the Contract or to the work or to the
Specifications.
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Surety companies executing Bonds must hold Certificates of Authority as Acceptable Sureties (31 CFR 223)
and be authorized to transport business in the State where the Project is located.

Signed and sealed the ______________day of _________________ 2021

__________________________________________
Contractor
(SEAL)
______________________________
Witness
__________________________________________
Title

__________________________________________
Surety
(SEAL)
____________________________
Witness
__________________________________________
Title
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LABOR AND MATERIALS BOND
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That
as Principal, hereinafter called
Contractor, and,
as Surety, hereinafter called Surety, are held and firmly
bound unto the City of Warrenville as Obligee, hereinafter called Owner, in the amount of
($
) (One Hundred Percent of the Contract Price) for the payment whereof Contractor and Surety
bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by
these presents.
WHEREAS, Contractor has by a written agreement dated the
contract with Owner for:

day of

, 2021 entered into a

Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition
28W244 Warrenville Road
Warrenville, Illinois
BID NUMBER B2021-03
In accordance with Contract Documents prepared by:
City of Warrenville
3S258 Manning Avenue
Warrenville, IL 60555
which contract is by reference made a part hereof, and is hereinafter referred to as the Contract.
NOW THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation is such that if the said Contractor will promptly make
payment to all claimants as hereinafter defined, for all labor and material used or reasonably required for use
in the performance of the Contract, then this obligation will be void; otherwise it will remain in full force and
effect, subject, however, to the following conditions:
1.

A claimant is defined as one having a direct contract with the Contractor or with a Subcontractor of the
Contractor for labor, material, or both, used or reasonably required for use in the performance of the
Contract, labor and material being construed to include that part of water, gas, power, light, heat, oil,
gasoline, telephone service or rental of equipment directly applicable to the Contract.

2.

The above named Contractor and Surety hereby jointly and severally agree with the Owner that every
claimant as herein defined, who has not been paid in full before the expiration of a period of ninety
(90) days after the date on which the last of such claimant, may sue on this bond for the use of such
claimant, prosecute the suit to final judgment for such sum or sums as may be justly due claimant, and
have expenses of any such suit.

3.

No suit of action will be commenced hereunder by any claimant:
a)

Unless claimant, other than one having direct contract with the Contractor, will have given
written notice to any tow of the following: Contractor, the Owner, or the Surety above named,
within ninety (90) days after such claimant did or performed the last of the work or labor, or
furnished the last of the materials for which said claim is made, stating with substantial
accuracy the amount claimed and the name of the party to whom the materials were furnished,
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or for whom the work or labor was done or performed. Such notice will be served by mailing
the same by registered mail or certified mail, postage prepaid in an envelope addressed to the
Contractor, Owner or Surety, at any place where an office is regularly maintained for the
transaction of business, or served in any manner in which legal process may be served in the
state in which the aforesaid project is located, save that such service need not be made by a
public officer.

4.

b)

After the expiration of one (1) year following the date on which Contractor ceased Work on
said Contract it being understood, however, that if any limitation embodied in this bond is
prohibited by any law controlling the construction hereof such limitation will be deemed to be
amended so as to be equal to the minimum period of limitation permitted by such law.

c)

Other than in the state court of competent jurisdiction in and for the county or other political
subdivision of the state in which the Project, or any part thereof, is situated, or in the United
States District Court for the district in which the Project, or any part thereof, is situated, and
not elsewhere.

The amount of this bond will be reduced by an to the extent of any payment or payments made in good
faith hereunder, inclusive of the payments made in good faith hereunder, inclusive of the payment by
Surety of mechanics' liens which may be filed of record against said improvement, whether or not claim
for the amount of such lien be presented under and against this bond.

Surety companies executing Bonds must hold Certificates of Authority as Acceptable Sureties (31 CFR 223)
and be authorized to transport business in the State where the Project is located.

Signed and sealed the ______________day of _________________ 2021

__________________________________________ Contractor
(SEAL)
______________________________
Witness
__________________________________________
Title

__________________________________________
Surety
(SEAL)
____________________________
Witness
__________________________________________
Title

END OF SECTION 00 52 00
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SECTION 00 73 00 - SPECIAL PROVISIONS
The following Special Provisions included herein apply to and govern the proposed improvement and,
in case of conflict with any part or parts of said Specifications, said Special Provisions will take
precedence and will govern.
LAWS TO BE OBSERVED: The Contractor will keep himself fully informed of all existing and future
Federal, State, County, and Municipal laws, ordinances and regulations which in any manner affect
those engaged or employed in the work or the materials used in the work or the conduct of the work or
the rights, duties, powers or obligations of the Owner or of the Contractor or which otherwise affect the
Contract, and of all orders or decrees of bodies or tribunals having any jurisdiction or authority over the
same. Contractor will at all times observe and comply with, and will cause all Contractor’s agents,
Subcontractors and employees to observe and comply with all such laws, ordinances, regulations,
orders, and decrees; and will protect and indemnify the Owner and all of its officers, agents, and
employees, and the Project Consultant against any claim, loss, or liability arising or resulting from or
based upon the violations of any such law, ordinance, regulation, order or decree, whether by himself
or by his agents, Subcontractors or employees. If any discrepancy or inconsistency is discovered in the
Plans, Contract Drawings, Contract Specifications or other Contract Documents for the work in relation
to such laws, ordinance, regulation, orders, or decree, the Contractor will forthwith report the same to
the Engineer.
REVIEW OF PROJECT SITE AND CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: By preparing his bid on the Project,
the Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the Contract Specifications and drawings are complete,
and sufficient to enable the Contractor to determine the cost of the work and to enable him to conduct
the work, in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations governing the work, and otherwise to
fulfill his obligations under and as provided in the Contract. The Contractor further acknowledges that
he has visited and examined the site, including all physical and other conditions affecting the work and
is fully familiar with all of the conditions affecting the same and has considered all these factors in
preparing his bid.
In connection therewith, the Contractor specifically represents and warrants to Owner that he has, by
careful examination, satisfied himself as to: (1) the nature, location, and character of the project and
the site, including, without limitation, the surface conditions of the site and all structures and obstructions
thereon and thereunder, both natural and manmade, and surface water conditions of the site and the
surrounding area, and subsurface conditions and subsurface water conditions (if a Soils Report is
available for examination prior to the bid date); (2) the nature, location, and character of the general
area in which the Project is located, including without limitation, its climatic conditions, available labor
supply and labor costs, and available equipment supply and equipment costs; and (3) the quality and
quantity of all materials, supplies, tools, equipment, labor, and professional services necessary to
complete the work in the manner and within the cost and time frame required by the Contract. All work
will conform to the Contract, including the drawings and Specifications. No change therefrom will be
made without Owner's and Project Consultant's prior written approval.
PROJECT CONSULTANT: Jurisdiction for this improvement will be vested in the Owner and their
duly authorized representative, Terracon Consultants, Inc., 192 Exchange Blvd, Glendale Heights,
Illinois 60139, 630/717-4263.
The Project Consultant will have the authority to review and periodically observe the Contractor's
performance for compliance with the Plans and Specifications, make all interpretations in the Plans and
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Specifications, condemn or reject work that is found not to be in compliance, determine the amounts to
be paid to the Contractor, and make minor changes in the work that he deems necessary and to be in
the best interest of the Owner.
The Project Consultant is not responsible for advising the Contractor on various construction methods,
means, techniques, sequences, procedures, work methods or any safety precautions, and has no
authority in giving the Contractor any instructions in this regard. The Project Consultant is not a project
supervisor. All supervisory responsibilities are that of the Contractor.
The Project Consultant makes no warranties, either expressed or implied, in connection with the
Contractor’s or Subcontractor’s work performed on this project, and will not be responsible for the
Contractor’s or Subcontractor’s means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures, timely
performance, safety programs and/or precautions incident thereto, or construction, since they are solely
the Contractor’s rights and responsibilities under these Contract documents.
Additionally, the Project Consultant has authority to stop work on behalf of the Owner. The Project
Consultant will not be responsible for the acts or omissions of the Owner in connection with this project,
or the failure of the Owner, any Architect, Engineer, Consultant, Contractor or Subcontractor to carry
out their respective responsibilities in accordance with these Contract documents.
EXECUTION OF CONTRACT:
The Contract will be executed by the successful bidder and
returned together with the Contract Bond within ten (10) calendar days after the Contract has been
mailed to the bidder.
FAILURE TO EXECUTE CONTRACT:
Failure of the successful bidder to execute the Contract
and file acceptable Bonds within ten (10) calendar days after the Contract has been mailed to the bidder
will be just cause for the cancellation of the award and the forfeiture of the Bid Bond, which will become
the property of the Owner, not as a penalty, but in liquidation of damages sustained. Award may then
be made to the next lowest responsible bidder, or the work may be re-advertised and constructed under
Contract, or otherwise, as the Owner may decide.
NOTICE TO PROCEED:
Unless otherwise notified in writing by the Owner or the Project
Consultant, the Contractor's "Notice to Proceed" with the work will be the receipt of a fully executed
copy of the Contract Document, after which the Contractor will have fourteen (14) calendar days to
mobilize and begin work.
CONTRACTOR PAYMENTS:

For progress payment and at the completion of the project, the Contractor will submit to the Project
Consultant the following documents and information with each payment request:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

An identification of the time period for which the activities/services were performed
and the costs were incurred;
A description of the work performed;
A breakdown of the activities/services performed;
The names and titles of individuals performing activities/services and the dates
and hours worked;
Copies of invoices for subcontractors or other expenses;
A list of expenses and/or costs incurred in connection with the activities/services
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7)

performed;
Contractor’s Sworn Statement in form customarily used by Chicago Title and Trust
Company (CTT); and

8)

Contractors itemized Application for payment for operations and Continuation
Sheet using AIA G702 and G703 forms supported by such data to substantiate
payment from Owner to Contractor; and

9)

Current partial and final (as applicable) lien waivers from Borrower’s general
contractor, and all subcontractors of every tier who furnished labor, materials,
and/or equipment in connection with the Project Work and from all material
suppliers that supplied material in connection with the Project Work. Final lien
waivers from the general contractor and all such subcontractors and suppliers will
be required prior to the final payment by the Agency. All documents referenced in
sub-paragraphs 7 through 10 shall be signed and notarized.

For final payment, the Contractor will provide certification that the work has been performed in a
satisfactory manner and in conformance with all requirements as stipulated in the Contract documents.
Final payment will be issued after the entire project has been inspected and all outstanding items have
been accepted by the Owner and the Project Consultant.
The Contractor will receive final payment within thirty (30) to forty-five (45) days after issuance of the
final payment authorization by the Project Consultant and receipt by the Owner of all required Contractor
submissions in accordance with the Contract documents including, without limitation to an application
for payment, together with a Contractor's sworn statement in a form acceptable to the Owner, final
Waivers of Lien from the Contractor, all Subcontractors and material suppliers in a form acceptable to
the Owner, and such other supporting documentation as the Owner may reasonably require to assure
proper completion of the work free and clear of third party claims.
Any amounts of money owed by the Contractor to suppliers for tools, materials, equipment, or labor
used or expended in connection with the work may be withheld from payments due the Contractor until
the Contractor supplies adequate proof of payment, including duly notarized final Waivers of Lien. All
sworn statements and Lien Waivers will include language insuring the Owner that the Contractor and
Subcontractors have paid all wages due employees performing work in connection with the project in
accordance with the "Prevailing Wage Act"/Davis Bacon Act, and that all materials were taken from
fully-paid stock and delivered to the project in their own vehicles, or will provide supporting Lien Waivers
from material suppliers and transporters if such is not the case.
Bidder shall carry out all activities performed under the contract in accordance with the DavisBacon Act of 1931 (CERCLA 104(g)(1), 40 U.S.C. 276a-276a-5 and 42 U.S.C. 3222). The DavisBacon Act requires payment of Federal prevailing wage rates for construction, repair or alteration
work funded in whole or in part with federal funds in contracts in excess of $2,000. Owner must
obtain recent and applicable wage rates from the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and incorporate
them into all contracts stemming from this Agreement, and provide the successful bidder with
Division of Labor form WH-347 to use for payroll records and obtain completed WH-347 forms
weekly (for each week in which Work is performed) from all contractors and subcontractors
performing Work in strict compliance with 29 CFR 3.3 and 5.5(a)(3), including but not limited to
Statements of Compliance signed by the respective contractor or subcontractor in accordance
with 29 CFR 5.5(a)(3)(ii)(B). The DOL Employee Fair Compensation Notice at the work Site, along
with a list of locally prevailing wage rates. Owner must perform on-site interviews with workers;
use US Government Services Administration Standard Form 1445 for recording interviews and
compare payroll records to employee interviews to confirm and document compliance with the
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Davis-Bacon Act requirements. Work for that is funded entirely with federal funds provided by U.S.
EPA must be performed in compliance with the Davis Bacon Act pursuant to 29 CFR 5.5, Section
104 of CERCLA. Other public works not required under the RAP or otherwise required under this
Agreement and not funded or reimbursed hereunder are subject to the Illinois Prevailing Wage
Act (820 ILCS 130/0.01 et seq.) (“Prevailing Wage Act”).

GUARANTEE OF WORK: Any defective material, or workmanship, or any unfaithful or imperfect work,
which may be discovered before the final acceptance of the work, will be corrected immediately on the
requirements of the Project Consultant, without extra charge, notwithstanding that it may have been
overlooked in the previous inspections and estimates. Failure to review construction will not relieve the
Contractor from any obligation to perform sound and reliable work as herein described.
The Contractor warrants to the Owner and Project Consultant that all materials and equipment furnished
under the Contract will be new and, in the case of equipment, in good working order, that all materials,
equipment and labor furnished under the Contract will be free from defects of any kind and will be in
strict conformance with the Contract requirements. Work not conforming to these requirements,
including substitutions not properly approved and authorized, may be considered defective. Liability or
refusal of a Subcontractor or equipment supplier responsible for the defective work or materials, to
correct or replace same, will not excuse the Contractor from performing under this warranty.
EXISTING UTILITIES: Existing public utilities, such as water mains, sewers, gas lines, street lights,
telephone lines, electric power lines, cable television, etc., will be protected against damage during the
construction of this project. The Contractor will consider in his bid the location of all permanent and
temporary utility appurtenances in their present or relocated positions, whether shown on the Plans or
not, and no additional compensation will be allowed for delays, inconvenience, or special construction
methods required in prosecuting the work due to the existence of said utilities.
The Contractor will contact the Owners of all public and private utilities and obtain locations of all utilities
within the limits of the proposed construction and make arrangements, if necessary, to adjust or move
any existing utility at the utility company's expense. Any expense incurred by the Contractor in
connection with making arrangements will be borne by the Contractor and considered incidental to the
Contract. It will be this Contractor's responsibility to determine the actual location of all such facilities in
the field.
Utility adjustments to sewer, water, and other local facilities under the control of the Owner will be
performed under this Contract and will be paid for under the respective items in the Contract, unless
otherwise indicated on the Plans or directed by the Project Consultant.
The Contractor will contact J.U.L.I.E. (1-800-892-0123) at least 72 hours prior to commencement of
work, for public utility locations. The Contractor will also contact the Water Department of the Owner
for location of their facilities, the Department of Public Works of the Owner for location of street lighting
cable and sanitary sewers, and the Sanitary District, County, or local Water Commission for location of
their facilities if not serviced by a municipal system. In areas on or adjacent to State or County highways,
the Contractor will notify the Electrical Department of the appropriate agency for location of traffic signal
equipment. Any cost incurred for the locating of electric or traffic control facilities will be borne by the
Contractor, and no extra compensation will be allowed.
UTILITY REPAIR:
Whenever the Contractor or any Subcontractor damages an underground utility
under the jurisdiction of the Owner or other Municipal agency, the Contractor will proceed immediately
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to make the repairs or make arrangements for the repair of the damaged utility. The Contractor will pay
all costs associated with this work, utilizing the skills of a qualified repair Contractor of his own choosing
or utilizing his own forces to make the necessary repairs. He will furnish all labor, materials, and
equipment necessary to restore any pipe-line, conduit, service line, etc. to their full and permanent
service condition or cause them to be completed using outside Contractors.
All utilities will be repaired immediately so that service is not interrupted any longer than necessary to
any residences or businesses affected by this interruption. If a temporary repair is necessary, it will be
done immediately, and if subsequent permanent repairs are necessary, they will be completed within
one week’s time (seven (7) days). The Project Consultant will be the sole authority in directing the
Contractor as to the extent of work required to correct the damage to the standards expected by the
Owner and as to what repairs need to be handled immediately, and what can be deferred for a week’s
time. Should the necessary permanent repairs not be done within the time frame stated above, the
Owner reserves the right to make the necessary arrangements to have said repairs made by their own
maintenance Contractor and back charge the Contractor for all costs related thereto. No additional
compensation will be allowed for the repair of any underground utilities damaged by the Contractor due
to accidental damage. Any damage done to other public or private utilities will be reported to the
respective utility immediately and the Contractor will be totally liable for any and all costs for said
damage.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION: When directed by the Owner to notify the public that certain activities
included in this project may adversely affect or remove access to their property, buildings, or
surroundings, the Contractor will be required to distribute "NOTICES" door to door. This may be
necessary when driveway access is altered or removed, water service is to be interrupted, or when any
other situation arises that requires the public to be notified. The Contractor will furnish all necessary
personnel to properly distribute said "NOTICES" as directed by the Owner or the Project Consultant in
a time frame to be established by the Owner. All "NOTICES" will be drafted by the Owner and/or Project
Consultant and furnished to the Contractor for distribution. No "NOTICES" will be distributed that are
not endorsed by the Owner or that are not on the Owner's letterhead. No additional compensation will
be allowed for this effort.

PROJECT SAFETY: The Contractor will comply with all State and Federal Safety Regulations as
outlined in the latest revisions of the Federal Construction Safety Standards (Series 1926), applicable
provisions and regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Standards of
the Williams-Steiger Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1970 (Revised), and the Manual of Accident
Prevention in Construction, published by the Associated General Contractors of American as applicable.
The Contractor, Project Consultant, and Owner will each be responsible for his own respective agents
and employees. Neither the Project Consultant nor Owner have the authority to stop work should the
Contractor be in violation of State and Federal Safety Regulations. The Contractor is responsible for
carrying out all safety and health regulations on the job site for his own respective agents and employees
and to insure the safety of the general public.
The Contractor will be responsible for the supply and maintenance of any and all temporary facilities
necessary to properly and safely complete the work. The Contractor will provide and erect barricades
or other safeguards which are adequate to warn of danger at the site and to protect persons and
property from injury resulting from the work and will otherwise comply with the requirements of the
Contract Documents regarding matters of safety.
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INCIDENTAL CONSTRUCTION: Whenever the performance of work is indicated on the Plans or
required in the Specifications and no provision is included in the Contract for payment, the work will be
considered incidental to the Contract and no additional compensation will be allowed. If such work is
included on the Plans and not the Specifications, or vice versa, it will be considered to be required in
both and included in the work required under the Contract.
USE OF MUNICIPAL WATER: If the Owner under this Contract is a Municipal Corporation having
jurisdiction over a public water supply, the Contractor will make his own arrangements to secure a
supply of water, but all fees will be waived and there will be no charge for water used to comply with the
requirements of the Specifications. A meter deposit may, however, be required and the Contractor will
be responsible for any damages to the meter, or to the water system due to improper use of the facilities.
No additional compensation will be allowed for compliance with this provision.
TAXES: If the Owner is a Municipal Corporation or Illinois unit of local government, such as a Village,
City, Town, Park District, Sanitary District, Water Commission, or Township, etc., the Owner will afford
the Contractor the benefit of using their Tax Exempt status in the purchase of all materials and
equipment that are incorporated into this project. Otherwise, the Contractor will, without additional
expense to the Owner, pay all applicable Federal, State, and local taxes, except taxes and assessments
on the real property comprising the site of the project. Bids will be calculated accordingly.
COMPLETION AND FINAL PUNCHLIST: After all work on this project is complete, the Project
Consultant will prepare a final "Punchlist" of items that have not been completed to the satisfaction of
the Owner or the Project Consultant, which require correction prior to final acceptance by the Owner.
Upon issuance of the final "Punchlist", the Contractor will have fifteen (15) calendar days to complete
all work outstanding. The Project Consultant will reinspect the project to determine if all work has been
completed. If all work is not complete within the initial fifteen (15) day period, the Contractor will be
considered in default, and the Project Consultant will recommend to the Owner that whatever means
appropriate should be taken in placing the Contractor in default.
INSURANCE PROVISIONS
Description: This item will consist of the Contractor’s efforts to protect the Owner, the Project
Consultant, and any other parties listed herein, from any adverse actions that may result because of the
construction activities by the Contractor or any of his Subcontractors. This will include the Indemnity
Hold Harmless Agreement in the “Bid Proposal” section, as outlined below, and the necessary
Insurance Provisions complete as described herein. All of the following provisions are included:
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Insurance
Pursuant to the Hold Harmless Provisions as outlined in the Indemnity Hold Harmless Agreement in
the “Bid Proposal” section, the Contractor will secure and maintain in effect at all times, at his
expense, insurance of the following kinds and limits to cover all locations of the Contractor's
operations, including all his Subcontractors, in connection with work on this project. The Contractor
will furnish Certificates of Insurance to the Owner and to the Project Consultant before starting
construction, or within ten (10) days after the execution of the Contract by the Owner, whichever
date is reached first. If the Contractor fails to meet this time requirement for submitting the
insurance to the Owner and to the Project Consultant, working days will be assessed,
regardless of the fact that the Contractor may not commence with work due to his failure or
inability to provide the necessary insurance as noted herein. All insurance will include a noncancellation clause provision preventing cancellation without thirty (30) days written prior notice to
the Owner and to the Project Consultant, and will remain in effect throughout the life of the project.
A.

Minimum Limits of Insurance
Contractor and his Subcontractors will maintain limits of no less than:
1.

Contractors- Commercial General Liability: $2,000,000 combined single limit per
occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and property damage.
The general
aggregate will be twice the required occurrence limit. Minimum General Aggregate will
be no less than $4,000,000. The General Liability Policy will include coverage for
Contractual Liability and Broad Form Property Damage Coverage. OWNER and
Terracon Consultants, Inc. will be named as Additional Insureds on a Primary NonContributory basis. All coverage afforded the “Additional Insureds” will be for all ongoing
and completed operations performed by the Contractor, their subcontractor(s) and/or
supplier(s), and anyone directly or indirectly employed by them for all work associated
with this project. The Policy will include a Per Project Aggregate Endorsement. Also,
any “XCU Exclusions” will be deleted.
The coverage to be afforded under this section is applicable to the work associated with
the project, as outlined in this document, for claims arising from the negligent acts and/or
omissions of the Contractor, their subcontractor(s) and/or supplier(s), and anyone
directly or indirectly employed by them. . By its terms or appropriate endorsements such
insurance shall include the following coverage, to wit: Bodily Injury, Property Damage,
Fire Legal Liability, Personal Injury, Blanket Contractual, Independent Contractors,
Premises Operations, Products and Completed Operations (for a minimum of two (2)
years following final completion of the Project Work). The policy cannot be endorsed to
exclude the perils of explosion (x), collapse © and underground (u) exposures;

2.

Owners and Engineers- Contractors Protective Liability: An OCP Policy will also
be provided having limits of $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence for
bodily injury and property damage. The general aggregate will be twice the
required occurrence limit. Minimum General Aggregate will be no less than
$2,000,000. The General Liability Policy will include coverage for Contractual
Liability. The OWNER, State of Illinois, U.S. EPA and Terracon Consultants, Inc.
will be the named insureds on this OCP Policy. There will be NO deductible or
self-insured retention amount due on this OCP policy.
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The coverage afforded by this OCP policy will be primary and at no time will any
endorsements, additional forms, or riders be attached that would modify or limit
said coverage.
3.

Automobile Liability: $1,000,000 combined single limit per accident for bodily injury and
property damage for any vehicle owned, leased, hired, or non-owned, used by the
Contractor.

4.

Workers' Compensation and Employers' Liability: Workers' Compensation limits as
required by the Labor Code of the State of Illinois and Employers' Liability limits of
$1,000,000 per accident. The Policy will also include a Waiver of Subrogation in favor
of the OWNER and Terracon Consultants, Inc.
The coverage to be afforded under this section is applicable to the work associated with
the project, as outlined in this document, for claims arising from the negligent acts and/or
omissions of the Contractor, their subcontractor(s) and/or supplier(s), and anyone
directly or indirectly employed by them.

B.

5.

Pollution Liability: $2,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence for bodily injury,
property damage, and remediation costs. Pollution liability coverage for pollution
incidents resulting from a claim for bodily injury, property damage (including loss of use
of damaged property or of property that has not been physically injured or destroyed),
remediation costs, and defense (including costs and expenses incurred in the
investigation, defense, or settlement of claims); all in connection with any loss arising
from the Project Work, including from an incident at, on or migrating beyond the Site.
Coverage shall be extended to non-owned disposal sites resulting from a pollution
incident at, on or mitigating beyond the site; and provide coverage for incidents occurring
during transportation of contaminated soils, sediments, debris, materials, and other
pollutants, including hazardous and non-hazardous waste and materials, and shall apply
to pollution releases resulting from such transportation. Coverage shall apply to sudden
and non-sudden pollution conditions resulting from the escape or release of smoke,
vapors, fumes, acids, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids, or gases, waste materials, or other
irritants, contaminants, or pollutants, including hazardous and non-hazardous waste and
materials; and.

6.

Umbrella Liability:

Umbrella Liability Policy for not less than $2,000,000.

Contractor’s Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions
Any deductibles or self-insured retentions will be the sole responsibility of the Contractor.

C.

Other Insurance Provisions
The policies are to contain, or be endorsed to contain, the following provisions:
All Coverages: Each insurance policy required by this clause will be endorsed to state that
coverage will not be suspended, voided, canceled, reduced in coverage or in limits except after
thirty (30) days prior written notice has been given to the Owner and the Project Consultant. It
will be the Contractor’s responsibility to insure that said Notice is delivered to both the Owner
and the Project Consultant by Certified Mail, “Return Receipt Requested”.
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D.

Acceptability of Insurers
Insurance is to be placed with insurers with an A.M. Best's rating of A-, and a financial size
category of no less than VIII, or higher.

E.

Verification of Coverage
Contractor will furnish the Owner and the Project Consultant with "Certificates of Insurance"
evidencing coverage required by this Section. The Certificates for each insurance policy are
to be signed by a person authorized by that insurer to bind coverage on its behalf. The
Certificates will be on standard forms provided by the insurance company or agent and are to
be received and approved by the Owner and Project Consultant before any work commences.
The Owner reserves the right to request full certified copies of the insurance policies. No
manuscript policies will be allowed. (SEE SAMPLE "CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE"
ENCLOSED HEREIN.) It should also be noted that the Contractor is required to provide all the
coverages specified herein, as well as assume the obligations of the conditions and
requirements as stated herein. The mere acceptance of the Insurance Certificates/Binder
by the Owner or the Project Consultant will not relieve the Contractor from any obligation
for providing the protection required in these Specifications.

F.

Subcontractors
Contractor will include all Subcontractors as insureds under its policies or will furnish separate
Certificates for each Subcontractor. All coverages for Subcontractors will be subject to all of
the requirements stated herein, excluding the requirement for obtaining a separate “OCP Policy”
as may be stated herein.

PERMITS, BONDS, LICENSES
The Contractor will obtain demolition permits from the City of Warrenville Community Development
Department. Fees for such permits will be waived. The Contractor must also obtain all permits required
by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and the Illinois Department of Health.It will be the
Contractor's responsibility to comply with the terms of all such permits and to pay all costs and fees
related thereto, and also name those agencies as additional insureds under the Contractor's insurance,
if so required. No additional compensation will be allowed for compliance with this provision.
The Contractor and its subcontractors must have the licenses required by the State to perform the Work,
including the asbestos mitigation work.

IEPA CLEAN CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION DEBRIS
Description: If construction activities will result in removal and disposal of excavation spoils, per Illinois
Public Act 96-1416 and the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, soil sampling and analysis, along
with certification from a licensed professional engineer (PE) or licensed professional geologist (PG)
that the soil is uncontaminated, will be required prior to clean construction and demolition debris
(CCDD) facility acceptance.
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Construction Requirements: The Contractor will be responsible for satisfactory removal and
disposal of all waste material, asphalt, concrete, stone, and uncontaminated or contaminated dirt or
debris generated or discovered in the course of the work. Removal and disposal of excavation items
being disposed of at a landfill or clean construction and demolition debris (CCDD) fill site will meet
the requirements of Public Act 96-1416.
The temporary storing of excavated materials on the parkways or right of way, and re-handling them
later for disposal will not be allowed due to additional damage caused to tree root systems, parkways,
existing equipment, and conditions. It will be the contractor's responsibility to find an approved
dumpsite for debris and any excavated materials. The City will not provide for one.

END OF SECTION 00 73 00
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SECTION 01 10 00 - SUMMARY OF THE WORK
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1 WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
A.

The Project consists of Asbestos Abatement and Building Demolition of the following:
28W244 WARRENVILLE ROAD
WARRENVILLE, ILLINOIS

B.

Contract Documents were prepared for the Project by Terracon Consultants, Inc., 192
Exchange Blvd, Glendale Heights, Illinois 60139.

C. The Work will be constructed under a single prime contract.
1.2 WORK SEQUENCE
A.

The Work will be conducted in according to the following general sequence:
1. Week 1
a. Mobilization and site preparation;
b. Removal and proper disposal of asbestos-containing materials (ACM) identified by
Terracon in the Asbestos and Regulated Materials Survey Report dated November
22, 2019, a copy of which is included as an Appendix;
c. Removal and proper disposal/recycling of other regulated materials requiring
special handling prior to demolition identified by Terracon in the Asbestos and
Regulated Materials Survey Report dated November 22, 2019, a copy of which is
included as an Appendix;
2. Weeks 2 & 3 (approximately)
a. Disconnection and protection of existing utilities to the site;
b. Demolition of the buildings;
c. Removal of building slabs and foundations;
d. Protection of parking areas, sidewalks and other site features (including septic
systems) to remain;
e. Removal and proper disposal of all demolition debris from the site;
f. The excavation will be back filled with CA6, no compaction testing is necessary.

1.3 ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS:
A.

The work of this contract involves activities that will disturb ACM. The general locations and
types of ACM known to be present at the worksite are set forth in the Appendices. If any other
ACM or suspect ACM is found, notify the Owner and Consultant within 24 hours of the
discovery.

1.4 ASBESTOS HEALTH RISK
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A.

Where in the performance of the work, workers, supervisory personnel, subcontractors, or
consultants may encounter, disturb, or otherwise function in the immediate vicinity of any
identified ACM, take appropriate continuous measures as necessary to protect all from the
risk of exposure to airborne asbestos. Such measures will include the procedures and
methods described herein, and compliance with regulations of applicable federal, state, and
local agencies.

1.5 CONTRACTOR USE OF PREMISES
A.

General: During the construction period the Contractor will have full use of the premises for
construction operations, including use of the site. The Contractor's use of the premises is
limited only by the Owner's right to perform work or to retain other contractors on portions of
the project.
1. Keep driveways and entrances serving the premises clear and available to emergency
vehicles at all times. Do not use these areas for parking or storage of materials. Schedule
deliveries to minimize space and time requirements for storage of materials and
equipment on-site.
2. Lock automotive type vehicles, such as passenger cars and trucks and other mechanized
or motorized construction equipment, when parked and unattended, so as to prevent
unauthorized use. Do not leave such vehicles or equipment unattended with the motor
running or the ignition key in place or accessible to unauthorized persons.
3. Smoking or open fires will not be permitted on the premises.

PART 2 -PRODUCTS (Not Applicable)
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1 ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL:
A.

General Supervisor: Provide a full-time General Superintendent who is experienced in
administration and supervision of asbestos abatement and demolition projects including work
practices, protective measures for building and personnel, disposal procedures, etc. This
person is the Competent Person as required by Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) 29 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1926.1101 for the Contractor
and is the Contractor's representative responsible for compliance with all applicable federal,
state, and local regulations, particularly those relating to ACM.

B.

Asbestos Abatement Supervisor: This person must have completed an Illinois-accredited
course in asbestos abatement procedures, have had a minimum of two (2) years on-the-job
training, and met any additional requirements set forth in 29 CFR 1926 for a Competent
Person. The Superintendent must be a State of Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH)
licensed asbestos supervisor.
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3.2

CONTINGENCY PLAN:
A.

Prepare a contingency plan for emergencies including fire, accident, power failure, negative
air system failure, or any other event that may require modification or abridgement of
decontamination or work area isolation procedures. Include in the plan specific procedures
for decontamination or work area isolation. Note that nothing in this specification should
impede safe exiting or providing of adequate medical attention in the event of an emergency.

B.

Post at the job site telephone numbers and locations of emergency services including, but
not limited to: fire, ambulance, doctor, hospital, police, electric company, and the telephone
company.

3.3 STOP WORK:
A.

If the Owner or Consultant presents a written stop work order, immediately and automatically
conform to that stop work order, while maintaining temporary enclosures and pressure
differential. Do not recommence abatement or other work until authorized in writing by the
Owner or Consultant.

END OF SECTION – 01 10 00
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SECTION 01 42 00 - DEFINITIONS AND STANDARDS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

DEFINITIONS
Demolish: Completely remove, salvage and/or legally dispose of off-site.
Furnish: Except as otherwise defined in greater detail, the term “furnish” is used to mean
supply and deliver to project site, ready for unloading, unpacking, assembly, installation, etc.,
as applicable in each instance.
General Superintendent: Is the Contractor's representative at the work site. This person will
generally be the competent person required by OSHA in 29 CFR 1926 and an IDPH-licensed
asbestos supervisor.
Owner's Representative: Will be the Owner or a designated representative paid by the
Owner. The Owner's Representative will represent the Owner regarding the project and until
final payment is due. The Owner's Representative will advise and consult with the Owner.
The Owner's Representative for this project is Terracon Consultants, Inc. (Terracon).
Project Manager: The Project Manager is a full time representative of the Owner at the job
site with authority to stop the work upon verbal order if requirements of the contract
documents are not met, or if, in the sole judgment of the Project Manager, Terracon, or the
Owner, the interests of the Owner, safety of any person, or the security of the Owner's
property are jeopardized by the work. The Project Manager will be licensed by the Illinois
Department of Public Health (IDPH) in this capacity.
Project Site or Area: The term “project site” or “project area” is defined as the space available
to Contractor for performance of the work, either exclusively or in conjunction with others
performing other work as part of the project.
Recycle: Recovery of demolition for subsequent processing in preparation for reuse.
Demolished building concrete slab and foundation are to be recycled as crushed concrete
having a CA-6 gradation conforming to Article 1004 of the IDOT SSRBC Specifications.
Salvage: Carefully detach from existing construction, in a manner to prevent damage ready
for reuse.
Testing Laboratory: The term “testing laboratory” is defined as an independent entity
engaged to perform specific inspections or tests of the work, either at project site or
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elsewhere, and to report and (if required) interpret results of those inspections or tests. The
testing laboratory for this project is Terracon.
1.2

DEFINITIONS RELATIVE TO ASBESTOS ABATEMENT:
Abatement: Procedures to control asbestos fiber releases from asbestos-containing
materials (ACM). Includes removal, repair, encapsulation, and enclosure.
Aggressive Sampling: Air sampling which takes place after cleanup of asbestos, while the
air is being physically agitated to produce a “worst case” situation.
Air Filtration Unit (AFU): Refers to machines used to provide ventilation and a negative static
pressure differential within a completely enclosed asbestos work area. An AFU usually
consists of a fan system to draw air through a special set of filters - a gross prefilter, an
intermediate filter, and a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter - and an exhaust to expel
clean air to the outside. AFUs are rated by the amount of air that can be drawn through them
in a given period of time, which is expressed in cubic feet of air per minute (CFM). Loaded
or clogged filters can seriously affect the displacement volume capability or efficiency of these
devices.
Air Lock: A system for permitting ingress and egress with minimum air movement between
a contaminated area and an uncontaminated area.
Air Monitoring: The process of measuring the fiber content of a specific volume of air in a
stated period of time.
Air Sampling Professional: The professional contracted or employed to supervise air
monitoring and analysis schemes. This individual will be licensed by IDPH to perform these
services.
Air Plenum: Any space used to convey air in a building or structure. The space above a
suspended ceiling is often used as an air plenum.
Air-Purifying Respirator: A respirator that relies on filters to remove a particular
contaminant(s) from the ambient air. They include both negative pressure and powered air
respirators. No type of air-purifying respirator will protect the wearer from low oxygen
atmospheres.
Ambient Air: The surrounding air or atmosphere in a given area under normal conditions.
Amended Water: Water to which a surfactant has been added. Use a mixture of surfactant
and water which results in wetting of the ACM and retardation of fiber release during
disturbance of the material equal to or greater than that provided by the use of one ounce of
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a surfactant consisting of 50% polyoxyethylene ether and 50% polyoxyethylene ether mixed
with five gallons of water.
Approved Landfill: A site for the disposal of asbestos-containing and other hazardous wastes
that has been given United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and/or Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) approval.
Area Monitoring: Sampling of airborne concentrations of asbestos.
Asbestos: The asbestiform varieties of serpentine (chrysotile), riebeckite (crocidolite),
cummingtonite-gunerite series (amosite), anthophyllite, and actinolite/tremolite.
Asbestos Abatement Contractor: The Contractor designated in the contract documents as
being responsible to the Owner for the control or abatement of ACM, and who is licensed by
IDPH.
Asbestos-Containing Material (ACM): Any material containing more than 1% asbestos of any
type or mixture of types.
Asbestos-Containing Waste Material: Any material which is, or is suspected of being,
contaminated with an ACM which is to be removed from a work area for disposal.
Asbestos Fibers: This expression refers to asbestos fibers having an aspect ratio of 3:1 and
longer than 5 micrometers.
Asbestos Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL): The level of exposure the Occupational Health
and Safety Administration (OSHA) allows. For asbestos fibers, the PELs are 0.1 fiber per
cubic centimeter (f/cc) as an 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA) and 1.0 f/cc as a 30minute excursion limit (EL).
Authorized Visitor: The Owner’s Representative and any Representative of a regulatory or
other agency having jurisdiction over the project.
Barrier: Any surface that seals off the work area to inhibit the movement of fibers.
Breathing Zone: A hemisphere forward of the shoulders with a radius of approximately 6 to
9 inches.
Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH): An industrial hygienist certified in comprehensive
practice by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene.
Clean Room: An uncontaminated area or room which is a part of the worker decontamination
enclosure with provisions for storage of workers' street clothes and protective equipment.
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Curtained Doorway: A device to allow ingress or egress from one room to another while
permitting minimal air movement between the rooms, typically constructed by placing three
overlapping sheets of plastic over an existing or temporarily framed doorway, securing each
along the top of the doorway, and securing the vertical edge of the outer two sheets along
the opposite vertical sides of the doorway.
Decontamination Enclosure System: A series of connected rooms, with curtained doorways
between any two adjacent rooms, for the decontamination of workers and of materials and
equipment. A decontamination enclosure system always contains at least one airlock.
Differential Air Pressure Equipment: A portable local exhaust system equipped with HEPA
filtration that is capable of maintaining a constant, low velocity air flow into contaminated
areas from adjacent uncontaminated areas.
Demolition: The wrecking or taking out of any building component, system, finish, or
assembly of a facility together with any related handling operations.
Disposal Bag: A properly labeled 6-mil thick, leak-tight bag used for transporting asbestos
waste from the work area and to the disposal site.
Encapsulant (Sealant): A liquid material which can be applied to ACM and which controls
the possible release of asbestos fibers from the material either by creating a membrane over
the surface (bridging encapsulant) or by penetrating into the material and binding its
components together (penetrating encapsulant).
Encapsulation: Procedures necessary to apply an encapsulant to ACM to control the
possible release of asbestos fibers and lead dust into the ambient air.
Enclosure: Procedures necessary to enclose completely ACM behind airtight, impermeable,
permanent barriers.
Equipment Room: A contaminated area or room which is part of the worker decontamination
enclosure with provisions for storage of contaminated clothing and equipment.
Equipment Decontamination Enclosure: That portion of a decontamination enclosure system
designed for controlled transfer of materials and equipment, typically consisting of a wet
shower area, a washroom, and a holding area.
Filter: A media component used in respirators to remove solid or liquid particles from the air.
Friable Asbestos Material: Material that contains more than 1% asbestos that can be
crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure when dry.
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Glovebag Technique: A method with limited applications for removing small amounts of
friable ACM from heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) ducts, short piping runs,
valves, joints, elbows, and other non-planar surfaces in a non-contained work area. The
glovebag (typically constructed of 6-mil transparent plastic) is constructed with two inwardlyprojecting Iongsleeve rubber gloves, one inwardly-projecting water wand sleeve, an internal
tool pouch, and an attached, labeled receptacle for asbestos waste. The glovebag is
constructed and installed in such a manner that it surrounds the object or area to be
decontaminated and contains asbestos fibers released during the removal process. Workers
who are permitted to use the glovebag technique will be highly trained, experienced, and
skilled in this method.
High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) Filter: A filter capable of trapping and retaining 99.97%
of particles (asbestos fibers) at 0.3 micrometers in mass median aerodynamic equivalent
diameter.
HEPA Vacuum Equipment: Vacuuming equipment with a HEPA filter system.
Holding Area: A chamber in the equipment decontamination enclosure located between the
washroom and an uncontaminated area. The holding area comprises an airlock.
Negative Pressure Respirator: A respirator in which the air pressure inside the respiratoryinlet covering is positive in relation to the air pressure of the outside atmosphere during
exhalation and negative in relation to the air pressure of the outside atmosphere during
inhalation.
Negative Pressure Ventilation System: A local exhaust system, using HEPA filtration capable
of maintaining the work area at a lower pressure than any adjacent area, and which cleans
recirculated air or generates a constant air flow from adjacent areas into the work area.
Personnel Monitoring: Sampling of fibers concentrations within the breathing zone of a
worker.
Plasticize: To cover floor and walls with plastic sheeting as herein specified.
Protection Factor: The ratio of the ambient concentration of an airborne substance to the
concentration of the substance inside the respirator at the breathing zone of the wearer. The
protection factor is a measure of the degree of protection provided by a respirator to the
wearer.
Regulated ACM (RACM): Friable ACMs and Category I and Category II nonfriable ACMs that
are in poor condition and have become friable; will be subjected to drilling, sanding, grinding,
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cutting, or abrading; or could be crushed or pulverized during anticipated renovation or
demolition activities.
Removal: Procedures necessary to remove ACM from designated areas and to dispose of
these materials at an acceptable site.
Respirator: A device designed to protect the wearer from the inhalation of harmful
atmospheres.
Shower Room: A room between the clean room and the equipment room in the worker
decontamination enclosure with hot and cold or warm running water and suitably arranged
for complete showering during decontamination. The shower room comprises an airlock
between contaminated and clean areas.
Surfactant: A chemical wetting agent added to water to improve penetration.
Time-Weighted Average (TWA): The average concentration of a contaminant in air during a
specific time period.
Visible Emissions: Any emissions containing particulate asbestos material that is visually
detectable without the aid of instruments. This does not include condensed, uncombined
water vapor.
Washroom: A room between the work area and the holding area in the equipment
decontamination enclosure system. The washroom comprises an airlock.
Wet Cleaning: The process of eliminating asbestos contamination from the building surfaces
and objects by using cloths, mops, or other cleaning utensils which have been dampened
with amended water or diluted removal encapsulant and afterwards thoroughly
decontaminated or disposed of as asbestos-contaminated waste.
Work Area: Designated rooms, spaces, or areas of the project in which asbestos abatement
actions are to be undertaken or which may become contaminated as a result of such
abatement actions. A contained work area is a work area which has been sealed, plasticized,
and equipped with a decontamination enclosure system. A non-contained work area is an
isolated or controlled-access work area which has not been plasticized or equipped with a
decontamination enclosure system.
Worker Decontamination Enclosure System: That portion of a decontamination enclosure
system designed for controlled passage of workers, other personnel, and authorized visitors,
typically consisting of a clean room, a shower room, and an equipment room.
1.3

SPECIFICATION EXPLANATIONS:
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1.4

A.

Overlapping and Conflicting Requirements: Where compliance with two or more
industry standards or sets of requirements is specified, and overlapping of those
different standards or requirements establishes different or conflicting minimums or
levels of quality, the most stringent requirement is intended and will be enforced,
unless specifically detailed language written into contract documents clearly indicates
that a less stringent requirement is to be fulfilled. Refer apparently equal but different
requirements, and uncertainties as to which level of quality is more stringent, to
Terracon for a decision before proceeding.

B.

Minimum Quality/Quantity: In every instance, quality level or quantity shown or
specified is intended to be the minimum for the work to be performed. Except as
otherwise specifically indicated, actual work may either comply exactly with that
minimum (within specified tolerances), or may exceed that minimum within
reasonable limits. In complying with requirements, indicated numeric values are
either minimums or maximums as noted or as appropriate for context of the
requirements. Refer instances of uncertainty to Terracon for a decision before
proceeding.

C.

Specialists, Assignments: In certain instances, specification text requires (or implies)
that specific work is to be assigned to specialists or expert entities, who must be
engaged for the performance of that work. Such assignments will be recognized as
special requirements over which the Contractor has no choice or option. These
requirements should not be interpreted so as to conflict with the enforcement of
building codes and similar regulations governing the work; they are also not intended
to interfere with local union jurisdiction settlements and similar conventions. Such
assignments are intended to establish which party or entity involved in a specific unit
of work is recognized as “expert” for indicated construction processes or operations.
Nevertheless, the final responsibility for fulfillment of entire set of contract
requirements remains with the Contractor.

INDUSTRY STANDARDS
A.

General Applicability of Standards: Except to the extent that more explicit or more
stringent requirements are written directly into the contract documents, applicable
standards of the construction industry have the same force and effect (and are made
a part of contract documents by reference) as if copied directly into contract
documents, or as if published copies were bound herewith.

B.

Copies of Standards: The contract documents require that each entity performing
work be experienced in that part of the work being performed. Each entity is also
required to be familiar with recognized industry standards applicable to that part of
the work. Copies of applicable standards are not bound with the contract documents.
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C.

Where copies of standards are needed for proper performance of the work, the
Contractor is required to obtain such copies directly from the publication source.

D.

Although certain copies of standards needed for enforcement of the requirements
may be required Submittals, the Owner reserves the right to require the Contractor to
submit additional copies of these standards as necessary for enforcement of the
requirements.

E.

Abbreviations and Names: Where acronyms or abbreviations are used but not
identified in specifications or other contract documents, they are defined to mean the
industry-recognized name of trade association, standards-generating organization,
governing authority, or other entity applicable to context of text provision. Refer to
“Encyclopedia of Associations,” published by Gale Research Co., available in large
libraries.

F.

Abbreviations and Names: The following acronyms or abbreviations as referenced in
contract documents are defined to mean the associated names. Both names and
addresses are subject to change, and are believed to be, but are not assured to be,
accurate and up-to-date as of date of contract documents:
AIA

American Institute of Architects

ANSI American National Standards Institute
CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

USEPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

IDPH Illinois Department of Public Health
IEPA Illinois EPA Asbestos Unit
IPCB Illinois Pollution Control Board
NEC

National Electrical Code (by NFPA)

NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NIST National Institute for Standards and Technology
OSHA Occupational Safety & Health Administration
PART 2 - PRODUCTS (Not Applicable)
PART 3 - EXECUTION (Not Applicable)
END OF SECTION 01 42 00
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SECTION 01 41 00 - CODES AND REGULATIONS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK

This section sets forth governmental regulations and industry standards which are included and
incorporated herein by reference and made a part of the specification. This section also sets forth
those notices and permits which are known to the Owner and which either must be applied for and
received, or which must be given to governmental agencies before start of work.
1.2

CODES AND REGULATIONS:
A.

General Applicability of Codes, Regulations and Standards: Except to the extent that
more explicit or more stringent requirements are written directly into the contract
documents, all applicable codes, regulations, and standards have the same force and
effect (and are made a part of the contract documents by reference) as if copied
directly into the contract documents, or if published copies are bound herewith.

B.

Contractor Responsibility: The Contractor will assume full responsibility and liability
for the compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations pertaining
to work practices, hauling, disposal, protection of workers, visitors to the site, and
persons occupying areas adjacent to the site. The Contractor is responsible for
providing medical examinations and maintaining medical records of personnel as
required by the applicable federal, state, and local regulations. The Contractor will
hold the Owner and Terracon harmless for failure to comply with any applicable work,
hauling, disposal, safety, health, or other regulation on the part of himself, his
employees, or his subcontractors.

C.

Federal Requirements: Which govern asbestos abatement work or hauling and
disposal of asbestos waste materials include but are not limited to the following:
1.

U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), including but not limited to:
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response
Title 29, Part 1920, Section 120 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Occupational Exposure to Asbestos
Title 29, Part 1910, Section 1001 and
Part 1926, Section 1101 of the CFR
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Respiratory Protection
Title 29, Part 1910, Section 134 of the CFR
Construction Industry
Title 29, Part 1926 of the CFR
Access to Employee Exposure and Medical Records
Title 29, Part 1910, Section 1020 of the CFR
Hazard Communication
Title 29, Part 1910, Section 1200 of the CFR
Specifications for Accident Prevention Signs and Tags
Title 29, Title 1910, Section 145 of the CFR
2.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) including but not limited to:
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
Title 40, Part 61, Subpart A of the CFR
National Emission Standard for Asbestos
Title 40, Part 61, Subpart M of the CFR
Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA)
Toxic Substances Control Act, Title 2
Asbestos-Containing Materials in Schools
Title 40, CFR Part 763, Subpart E of the CFR

3.

The Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. ch 35 §1531 et seq.

4.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§1251-1387

5.

Executive Order 11256, Equal Employment Opportunity

6.

Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act, as amended, 40 U.S.C. 3701
et seq.

7.

The Anti-Kickback Act, 40 U.S.C. §276c

8.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504, as implemented by Executive
Orders 11914 and 11250.
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9.

D.

Contractor must comply with all applicable federal and State laws prohibiting
civil rights violations, including but not limited to the Illinois Human Rights Act
(775 ILCS 5), Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title IX, 40 CFR
Parts 5 and 7, and all civil rights obligations set forth in the attached EPA
General Terms and Conditions (effective November 12, 2020) (“General
Terms and Conditions”), and will require the same from all subcontractors of
every tier preforming Work hereunder. Contractor shall not discriminate
against any person because of their race, color, religion, national origin,
ancestry, age, sex, marital status, order of protection status, disability, military
status, sexual orientation, pregnancy, or unfavorable discharge from military
service or other protected status.

State Requirements: All State of Illinois requirements which govern asbestos
abatement work or hauling and disposal of asbestos waste materials, including, but
not limited to:
Asbestos Abatement Act (105 Illinois Compiled Statutes (ILCS) 105)
Commercial and Public Building Asbestos Abatement Act (225 ILCS 207)
Asbestos Abatement for Public and Private Schools and Commercial and
Public Buildings in Illinois (77 Illinois Administrative Code (IAC) 855)

E.

Local Requirements: All local requirements which govern asbestos abatement work
or hauling and disposal of asbestos waste materials.
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1.3

USEPA GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS:
A.

USEPA Guidance Documents: Which discuss asbestos abatement work or hauling
and disposal of asbestos waste materials are listed below for the contractor's
information only. These documents do not describe the work and are not a part of
the work of this contract.











1.4

Asbestos-Containing Materials in School Buildings - A Guidance Document.
Part 1 & 2. (Orange Books) USEPA C00090 (out of print).
Guidance for Controlling Asbestos-Containing Materials in Buildings (Purple
Book) USEPA 560/5-85-024.
Friable Asbestos-Containing Materials in Schools: Identification and
Notification Rule. USEPA 40 CFR Part 763.
Evaluation of the USEPA Asbestos-in-Schools Identification and Notification
Rule. USEPA 560/5-84-005.
Asbestos in Buildings: National Survey of Asbestos-Containing Friable
Materials. USEPA 560/5-84-006.
Asbestos in Buildings: Guidance for Service and Maintenance Personnel.
USEPA 560/5-85-018.
Asbestos Waste Management Guidance. USEPA 530-SW-85-007.
Asbestos Fact Book. USEPA Office of Public Affairs. Asbestos in Buildings.
Simplified Sampling Scheme for Friable Surfacing Materials.
Commercial Laboratories with Polarized Light Microscopy Capabilities for bulk
asbestos identification.
A Guide to Respiratory Protection for the Asbestos Abatement Industry.
USEPA 560-OPTS-86-001.

REGULATORY NOTIFICATIONS:
A.

USEPA/IEPA - For all demolition projects and renovation projects where greater than
160 square feet and/or 260 linear feet of regulated ACM (RACM) will be removed,
send written notification as required by the USEPA NESHAP Asbestos Regulations
(40 CFR 61, Subpart M) at least ten working days prior to commencement of work.
Notification will be submitted, along with the applicable fee (currently $150.00), to:
IL Environmental Protection Agency
P.O. Box 19276
1021 N. Grand Ave East
Springfield, IL 62794-9276
Include the following information in the notification:


Name and address of the Owner or operator
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1.5

Description of the facility being demolished or renovated, including the size,
age, and prior use of the facility.
Estimate of the approximate amount of asbestos material present in the facility
in terms of linear feet of pipe and surface area on other facility components.
For facilities in which the amount of friable asbestos materials is less than 260
linear feet on pipes and less than 160 square feet on other facility components,
explain techniques of estimation.
Location of the facility being demolished or renovated.
Scheduled starting and completion dates of demolition or renovation.
Nature of planned demolition or renovation and method(s) to be used.
Procedures to be used to comply with the requirements of the USEPA
NESHAP.
Name and location of the waste disposal site where the asbestos waste
material will be deposited. The Owner may request the opportunity to approve
the proposed landfill to be used prior to beginning work.

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES:
A.

Permits: Obtain permits as required by regulatory agencies.

B.

Licenses: Maintain current licenses as required by applicable state or local
jurisdictions for the removal, transporting, disposal, or other regulated activity relative
to the work of this contract.

C.

Posting and Filing of Regulations: Maintain two copies of applicable federal, state,
and local regulations above. Post one copy of each at the job site. Keep on file in
contractor's office, one copy of each.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (Not Applicable)
PART 3 - EXECUTION (Not Applicable)

END OF SECTION 01 41 00
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SECTION 01 50 00 - TEMPORARY FACILITIES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIREMENTS:
A.

Contractor will provide temporary facilities as required herein or as necessary to carry
out the work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Temporary power, including service hookup and connection charges.
Temporary lighting (work, security, safety and lamps).
Electrical power and utilities for Terracon usage.
Temporary water service, including initial hookup or connection charges.
Toilets.
Payment of all utility and fuel bills.
Temporary ventilation.
Hoses and fittings from temporary standpipes or water service connection.
Drinking water for own forces.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
A.

2.2

2.3

General: Provide new or used materials and equipment that are undamaged and in
serviceable condition. Provide only materials and equipment that are recognized as
being suitable for the intended use, by compliance with appropriate standards.

SCAFFOLDING:
A.

Provide all scaffolding, ladders, and/or staging, etc. as necessary to accomplish the
work of this contract. Scaffolding may be of suspension type; or standing type such
as metal tube and coupler, tubular welded frame, pole or outrigger type, or cantilever
type. The type, erection, and use of all scaffolding will comply with all applicable
OSHA provisions.

B.

Equip rungs of all metal ladders, etc. with an abrasive nonslip surface.

C.

Provide a nonskid surface on all scaffold surfaces subject to foot traffic.

WATER SERVICE:
A.

Temporary Water Service Connection: All connections will include backflow
protection. Valves will be temperature and pressure rated for operation of the
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temperatures and pressures encountered. After completion of use, connections and
fittings will be removed without damage or alteration to existing water piping and
equipment. Leaking or dripping valves will be piped to the nearest drain or located
over an existing sink or grade where water will not damage existing finishes or
equipment.
B.

2.4

Water Hoses: Employ heavy-duty abrasion-resistant hoses with a pressure rating
greater than the maximum pressure of the water distribution system to provide water
into each work area and to each decontamination unit. Provide fittings as required to
allow for connection to existing wall hydrants or spouts, as well as temporary water
heating equipment, branch piping, showers, shut-off nozzles, and equipment.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE:
A.

General: Comply with applicable National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA), National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA), and Underwriters
Laboratories, Inc. (UL) standards and governing regulations for materials and layout
of temporary electric service.

B.

Temporary Power: Provide service to decontamination unit’s sub-panel with
minimum 60 amp, 2 pole circuit breaker with a fused disconnect. The sub-panel will
be sized and equipped to accommodate all electrical equipment required for
completion of the work. All electrical work must be performed by a licensed
electrician.

C.

Voltage Differences: Provide identification warning signs at power outlets which are
other than 110-120 volt power. Provide polarized outlets for plug-in type outlets, to
prevent insertion of 110-120 volt plugs into higher voltage outlets. Dry type
transformers will be provided where required to provide voltages necessary for work
operations.

D.

Ground Fault Protection: Provide receptacle outlets equipped with ground-fault circuit
interrupters, reset button, and pilot light, for plug-in connection of power tools and
equipment.

E.

Electrical Power Cords: Use only grounded extension cords; use “hard-service” cords
where exposed to abrasion and traffic. Use single lengths or use waterproof
connectors to connect separate lengths of electric cords, if single lengths will not
reach areas of work.

F.

Lamps and Light Fixtures: Provide general service incandescent lamps of wattage
indicated or required for adequate illumination. Protect lamps with guard cages or
tempered glass enclosures, where fixtures are exposed to breakage by construction
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operations. Provide exterior fixtures where fixtures are exposed to the weather or
moisture.
2.5

FIRST AID:
A.

2.6

First Aid Supplies:
Comply with governing regulations and recognized
recommendations within the construction industry.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS:
A.

Fire Extinguishers: Provide Class A fire extinguishers for temporary offices and
similar spaces where there is minimal danger of electrical or grease-oil-flammable
liquid fires. In other locations, provide Class ABC dry chemical extinguishers, or a
combination of several extinguishers of NFPA recommended types for the exposures
in each case. One fire extinguisher will be provided for each 1,000 square feet of
containment area.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

3.2

SCAFFOLDING:
A.

During the erection and/or moving of scaffolding, care must be exercised so that the
polyethylene floor covering is not damaged. If damage occurs, it must be repaired
immediately by appropriate means.

B.

Clean debris from non-slip surfaces as necessary.

C.

At the completion of abatement work, clean all construction aids within the work area,
wrap in one layer of 6-mil polyethylene sheet and seal before removal from the work
area.

INSTALLATION, GENERAL:
A.

General: Use qualified tradesmen for installation of temporary services and facilities.
Locate temporary services and facilities where they will serve the entire project
adequately and result in minimum interference with the performance of the work.

B.

Relocate, modify, and extend services and facilities as required during the course of
work so as to accommodate the entire work of the project.
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3.3

WATER SERVICE
A.

3.4

3.5

General: Hot water will be supplied at a minimum temperature of 100 degrees
Fahrenheit (ºF). Supply hot and cold water to the Decontamination Unit. Maintain
hose connections and outlet valves in leak-proof condition. Where finish work below
an outlet might be damaged by spillage or leakage, provide a drip pan of suitable size
to minimize the possibility of water damage. Drain water promptly from pans as it
accumulates.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE:
A.

General: Provide a weatherproof, grounded temporary electric power service and
distribution system of sufficient size, capacity, and power characteristics to
accommodate performance of work during the construction period. Install temporary
lighting adequate to provide sufficient illumination for safe work and traffic conditions
in every area of work.

B.

Power Distribution System:
Provide circuits of adequate size and proper
characteristics for each use. In general, run wiring overhead and rise vertically where
wiring could be exposed to damage from construction operations.

C.

Temporary Wiring: In the work area will be type UF non-metallic sheathed cable
located overhead and exposed for surveillance. Do not wire temporary lighting with
plain, exposed (insulated) electrical conductors. Provide liquid tight enclosures or
boxes for wiring devices.

D.

Provide overload-protected disconnect switch for each temporary circuit located at
the power distribution center.

E.

For power hand tools and task lighting, provide a temporary 4-gang outlet at each
decontamination unit, located in equipment room. Provide a separate 110-120 volt,
20 amp circuit for each 4-gang outlet (4 outlets per circuit).

F.

Temporary Lighting: Provide sufficient temporary lighting where natural lighting or
existing building lighting does not meet the required light level.

TEMPORARY HEAT:
A.

Provide temporary heat where indicated or needed for performance of the work.

B.

Maintain a minimum temperature of 75 ºF in the shower of the decontamination unit.
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3.6

SANITARY FACILITIES:
A.

3.7

No existing toilet facilities are available. Contractor to provide sufficient facilities for
the project.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS:
A.

Comply with the applicable recommendations of NFPA 10 Standard for Portable Fire
Extinguishers. Locate fire extinguishers where they are most convenient and effective
for their intended purpose, but do not provide less than 1 per 1,000 square feet of
work area, and a minimum of not less than 1 extinguisher in each work area, in
equipment room, and 1 outside work area in clean room.

END OF SECTION 01 50 00
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SECTION 01 56 00 – SITE SECURITY
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE
A. Contractor will supply, install and maintain construction fencing, with windscreen, at the
perimeter of the project area.
B. Heavy equipment will be locked or immobilized in an acceptable manner when not in use.
No tools or equipment will remain on the site overnight unless acceptably locked inside
shanties or tool chests.

1.2

PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION: Provide identification to each person authorized to enter
project premises, showing:
A. Personal photograph.
B. Name of individual and assigned number.
C. Employer's name.

1.3

ENTRANCE CONTROL
A. Provide control of all persons and vehicles entering and leaving project site.
1. Require display of proper identification by each person.
2. Allow no visitors except with issuance of temporary identification.
3. Maintain log of all visitors.

END OF SECTION 01 56 00
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SECTION 01 77 00 - PROJECT CLOSEOUT
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

1.2

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIREMENTS:
A.

Project closeout is the term used to describe certain collective project requirements,
indicating completion of the work, that are to be fulfilled in preparation for final
acceptance of the work by the Owner.

B.

Time of closeout is directly related to substantial completion; therefore, the time of
closeout may be either a single time period for the entire work or a series of time
periods for individual elements of the work that have been certified as substantially
complete at different dates. This time variation, if any, will be applicable to the other
provisions of this section.

C.

Inspection Procedures: Upon receipt of Contractor's request for inspection, the Owner
and/or Terracon will either proceed with inspection or advise Contractor of unfulfilled
prerequisites.

D.

Following initial inspection, the Owner and/or Terracon will either prepare the
certificate of substantial completion, or will advise Contractor of work which must be
performed before the certificate will be issued. The Owner and/or Terracon will repeat
the inspection when requested and when assured that the work has been
substantially completed.

E.

Results of the completed inspection will form the initial punch-list for final acceptance.

PREREQUISITES TO FINAL ACCEPTANCE:
A.

Complete the following before requesting the final inspection for certification of final
acceptance as required by the General Conditions. List known exceptions, if any, in
request:

B.

Submit a certified copy of Terracon’s final punch-list of itemized work to be completed
or corrected, stating that each item has been completed or otherwise resolved for
acceptance and which has been endorsed and dated by the Terracon.

C.

Reinspection Procedure: The Owner and/or Terracon will reinspect the work upon
receipt of the Contractor's notice that the work, including punch-list items resulting
from earlier inspections, has been completed, except for those items whose
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completion has been delayed because of circumstances that are acceptable to the
Owner and Terracon.
D.

Upon completion of reinspection, the Owner or Terracon will either prepare a
certificate of final acceptance, or will advise the Contractor of work that is incomplete
or of obligations that have not been fulfilled, but are required for final acceptance.

E.

If necessary, the reinspection procedure will be repeated.

F.

Modification of Procedures: The Owner and Terracon may modify, waive, and/or
combine the preceding procedures and submittals as may be deemed in the Owner's
best interest and as may be suitable to the size and scope of the Project.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (Not Applicable)
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

FINAL CLEANING:
A.

Special cleaning requirements for specific units of work are included in the appropriate
Sections. General cleaning during the regular progress of the work is required by the
General Conditions.

B.

Provide final cleaning of the work at the time indicated. Employ experienced workers
or professional cleaners for final cleaning.

C.

Except as otherwise indicated, remove temporary protection devices and facilities
which were installed during the course of the work to protect previously completed
work during the remainder of the construction period.

D.

Comply with safety standards and governing regulations for cleaning operations. Do
not burn waste materials at the site.

E.

Do not bury or burn debris or excess materials on the property.

F.

Do not discharge volatile or other harmful or dangerous materials into drainage
systems. Remove waste materials from the site and dispose of in a lawful manner.

G.

Where extra materials of value remaining after completion of associated work have
become the Owner's property, store materials as directed by the Owner.

END OF SECTION 01 77 00
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SECTION 02 82 00 - ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS ABATEMENT
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

INTRODUCTION. This section addresses or references the requirements for complying with
Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH), United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), Illinois EPA
(IEPA) and Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) asbestos standards. Each
and every rule requirement may not be restated in detail since trained, accredited and
licensed abatement contractors, supervisors and workers are required for this work and are
presumed to be familiar with the relevant laws and rules. Full regulatory compliance is
required, and is a part of the contract, whether specifically stated herein or not.

1.2

WORK INCLUDED
A. The work includes all permits fees, labor, equipment, materials, supplies, waste
transportation and disposal, insurance, bonding and other applicable items necessary to
perform the scope of work in the documents by the procedures described herein. The
asbestos abatement contractor (AAC), by submitting a bid for the work, represents itself
as suitably licensed by IDPH, knowledgeable and expert in the performance of the work.
B. Removal of asbestos-containing and asbestos-contaminated materials listed in the
documents, including pre-cleaning, moving of furnishings, establishing regulated areas,
isolating the work areas, cleanup and decontamination to the specified clearance levels,
proper packaging and disposal of wastes and all other steps necessary to complete the
scope of work.
C. Compliance with all applicable laws, regulations, standards and this work plan. In the
case of a conflict, the AAC will comply with the most stringent.
D. All licenses, accreditations, permits, fees, notifications, reports or other documents
required by law, regulation or this document.
E. Provide project closeout documentation to the Owner or the Owner’s representative
within thirty-five days after final clearance.

1.3

MONITORING, TESTING AND ANALYSIS
A. The Owner will retain the services of a third-party environmental consultant (EC) to
perform testing, inspection, and monitoring services during the work and upon its
completion:
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1. Prior to the start of the work, the EC may:
a. Collect background air samples before conditions are disturbed. Background
samples will be analyzed by National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) 7400 Method using phase contrast microscopy (PCM).
b. Review and approve the pre-abatement submittals submitted by the AAC.
2. During the work, the EC may:
a. Inspect the work procedures and work area integrity;
b. Maintain a daily log to record the day’s events, problems, and corrective actions;
c. Collect air samples inside and outside the work area by PCM in accordance with
NIOSH Method 7400;
d. Stop the work if airborne fiber concentrations outside the work area exceed 0.01
fibers per cubic centimeter of air (f/cc) or the background sample levels, whichever
is higher. The work may restart when the source of fiber release has been
identified and corrected. AAC will be responsible for cleaning and
decontaminating the outside area if caused by the asbestos abatement activities.
3. Upon completion of the work, the EC will:
a. Inspect for visible debris in accordance with ASTM E1368 to ensure that the
asbestos work area is free of any accumulations of dirt, dust, or visible debris;
b. Require AAC to reclean the area or portions of areas until no visible debris
remains and the work area is dry;
c. Conduct final clearance testing.
B. The AAC will conduct OSHA compliance air monitoring daily to determine fiber exposures
to its employees are in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1101. Frequency of testing
will comply with OSHA requirements for the anticipated and actual exposure levels.
1.4

SUBMITTALS BY THE AAC
A. To IEPA at least ten working days before commencement of work:
1. Notification of Demolition/Renovation/Asbestos Notification Form
B. To the Owner’s representative five days prior to commencement of work:
1. Schedule of work
2. Documentation of licenses and training, medical clearance and fit test documentation
for workers and supervisors
3. Safety data sheets (SDS) for chemicals to be used on site
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C. To the EC following completion of the abatement work:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Job progress reports detailing abatement activities
Work site entry logs
OSHA compliance air monitoring data
Waste shipment records and signed manifests

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

TOOLS and EQUIPMENT. All equipment will at least conform to minimum industry
standards. All tools must be spark-free.
A. Equipment:
1. Negative air machines will provide HEPA filtration and conform to ANSI Z9.2
fabrication criteria.
2. Respirators will be NIOSH-approved for use with asbestos, or other contaminants
anticipated in the work.
3. AAC is fully responsible for complying with OSHA rules for other safety equipment,
such as hard hats, safety harnesses, eye protection, gloves, footwear, and any other
safety devices used on the site.
B. Tools:
1. Shovels and scoops will be rubber or plastic, suitable for use in a plasticized
containment. Metal shovels are not permitted.
2. Scrapers, brushes, utility knives and other hand tools will be of good quality and
suitable for the intended uses. The AAC will keep an ample supply on hand for the
completion of the work.
3. Spark-free power tools such as, but not limited to, saws, pneumatic chisels, brushes
and other equipment will be equipped with shrouds and HEPA-filtered local exhaust
systems to capture released particles.

2.2

MATERIALS
A. Abatement materials
1. Poly sheeting for all applications will be 6-mil nominal thickness.
2. Tape will be 2” or 3” duct tape or other waterproof tape suitable for joining poly seams
and attaching poly sheeting to surfaces.
3. Spray adhesives will be non-flammable and free of methylene chloride solvents.
4. Disposal bags will be minimum 6-mil in thickness and properly labeled.
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5. Disposable suits, hoods, and foot coverings will be TYVEK® or similar.
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

EMPLOYEE TRAINING, QUALIFICATION AND MEDICAL SCREENING
A. Supervisors and workers will be trained, accredited and licensed in accordance with IDPH
rules for asbestos abatement.
1. AAC will keep copies of licenses, and most recent annual refresher-training certificate
at the jobsite at all times for all AAC personnel. The IDPH license hard cards must
be on site for all employees physically working on site.
2. An IDPH-licensed supervisor (competent person) will be present at the worksite at all
times when work under this section is being conducted.
B. All AAC personnel will have a current medical examination in accordance with OSHA
requirements. Copies of the physician’s written opinions will be kept on site.

3.2

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING
A. The AAC will make an assessment of the airborne exposures. Assessment will conform
to OSHA requirements and may be based upon:
1. Initial monitoring of representative workers who the AAC believes are exposed to the
greatest airborne concentrations of asbestos, or
2. Past monitoring (within the past six months) or objective data for conditions closely
resembling the processes, type of material, control methods, work practices and
environmental conditions to be used for this project.
B. The AAC will perform personal monitoring in accordance with the following requirements:
1. Initially, to establish an exposure assessment when past monitoring or objective data
are not available for an initial determination.
2. Periodically if the exposures are, or are expected to be, below the permissible
exposure limit (PEL).
3. Whenever there has been a change of equipment, process, control, personnel, or a
new task has been initiated that may affect employee exposures, the exposure
assessment will be updated, and monitoring will be reinstituted if exposures are
unknown or are expected to exceed the PEL.
4. Daily, if exposures are above the PEL.
5. Monitoring for solvent vapors when solvents are in use during mastic removal.
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3.3

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
A. Respiratory protection will be worn, per the requirements of the applicable OSHA
standard, by all persons potentially exposed to airborne asbestos fibers from the start of
the abatement project until all areas have passed clearance air monitoring.
B. AAC will have a written respiratory protection program in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR
1910.134, including but not limited to, medical screening, annual fit testing, training,
cleaning and maintenance.
C. Respirators will not be removed while in the work area.
D. Only NIOSH-certified respirators will be used.
E. Authorized visitors will be provided with suitable respirators, provided they possess proof
of medical clearance and training in the proper use of respirators.
F. Additional respiratory protection, such as organic vapor cartridges, may be needed when
handling some solvents, coatings or stripping products. Consult the MSDS/SDS,
manufacturer, and/or supplier and obtain the proper filters, usages and cartridge change
out schedules as necessary.

3.4

HYGIENE PRACTICES
A. Eating, drinking, smoking, chewing gum or tobacco and applying of cosmetics are not
allowed in the work area.
B. All persons entering the work area are required to wear appropriate personal protective
equipment (PPE) and follow the entry and exit procedures posted in the personnel
decontamination enclosure system.
C. In addition to appropriate respirators, PPE will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Full body disposable suits, headgear and footwear.
Eye protection (if not wearing a full-face respirator).
Gloves.
Hardhats.

D. Non-disposable footwear and clothing will remain in the work area and will be disposed
of as contaminated waste when the job is completed.
E. Authorized visitors will be provided with suitable PPE.
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3.5

PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES.
A. Dry removal or dry sweeping/shoveling/clean-up.
B. Use of compressed air for cleaning.
C. Use of high speed power tools not equipped with a HEPA-filtered local exhaust system.
D. Use of open flames in containment.
E. Use of heaters in containment.
F. Use of tools that generate sparks.
G. Pressure washing.
H. Employee rotation as a means of reducing employee exposure to asbestos.

3.6

WORK AREA ISOLATION AND PREPARATION
A. General Preparation
1. AAC will post:
a. OSHA asbestos warning signs at all doorways to the work area.
b. Decontamination and work procedures in equipment rooms and clean rooms.
c. USEPA NESHAP asbestos rules (40 CFR Part 61, subparts A & M) in the clean
room.
d. OSHA Asbestos Construction Standards (29 CFR 1926.1101) in the clean room.
e. Entry and exit log.
f. List of telephone numbers in the clean room for:
(1) Local hospital and/or local emergency squad.
(2) Security office (if applicable).
(3) Owner representative.
(4) AAC personnel contact information (names, cell-phone numbers, etc.)
reachable 24 hours per day.
(5) Consultants directly involved in the project.
2. Secure the work area from entry by unauthorized persons.
3. Separate work areas from occupied areas
a. Seal off all doorways and corridors, which will not be used for passage during
work.
b. Install isolation barriers consisting of a single-layer, 6-mil black or opaque poly.
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B. Interior preparation - Asbestos materials will not be disturbed during the preparation
phase.
1. Shut down and lock out electric power to all work areas. Provide temporary power
from an outside source with ground-fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) at the source.
2. Shut down and isolate heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems that
feed the work area.
3. Pre-clean the work area with HEPA vacuums or wet cleaning.
4. Seal off all windows, corridors, doorways, skylights, ducts, grilles, diffusers, floor
openings and other penetrations or openings with 6-mil poly and tape.
5. Install a drop-cloth consisting of, at minimum, one layer of 6-mil poly on surfaces
beneath all removal activity.
6. Construct a worker decontamination enclosure system (decon unit) in accordance
with OSHA requirements.
7. Provide negative pressure of at least 0.02” water column (WC) between each
contained area and adjacent spaces using negative air machines (NAMs) vented to
the outside. Backup NAMs will be available onsite in case of machine failure.
8. Maintain emergency and fire exits.
C. Exterior Preparation:
1. 6-mil plastic sheeting will be placed over the ground, foundation, or other surfaces
below the abatement area.
2. Unauthorized entry will be prevented by using appropriate barriers, such as warning
tape, fencing, or other suitable barriers.
3. Nearby air intakes, grilles, and other openings into the building interior areas not being
demolished above, below, or besides the work area that could be exposed to airborne
dust will be closed or sealed off with poly and tape.
4. All electric power in the work area will be protected with GFCIs.
3.7

ABATEMENT PROCEDURES
A. The AAC will make the necessary arrangements to ensure that there is no water leakage
from the contained areas into the uncontained areas adjacent or below.
B. Gross removal:
1. Asbestos materials will be adequately wetted and kept wet during removal.
2. Mastic remover may be applied to the floor mastic remaining on the substrate. The
mastic remover will have a flash point greater than 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
3. Adequately wetted ACM waste will be placed in 6-mil poly bags as it is removed. ACM
waste will also be visibly wet when containerized. If the asbestos waste is expected
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to puncture the waste bags, the AAC will utilize burlap bags and/or 55-gallon
drums/containers to appropriately contain the waste.
4. ACM will be bagged or containerized as it is removed in accordance with 3.10. Wastes
will not be dropped or thrown to the ground. Unless the material is carried or passed
to the ground by hand, it will be lowered via covered, dust-tight chute, crane, hoist or
other means that prevent the wastes from being dropped or thrown.
3.8

CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION
A. All visible accumulations of ACM, debris, tools, and unnecessary equipment will be
removed from the work area.
B. Protective poly will be wet cleaned and HEPA-vacuumed then folded in on itself, rolled
up, placed in asbestos disposal bags, and disposed as asbestos waste.
C. Wet clean and HEPA vacuum all surfaces until there is no visible debris. {Dry sweeping
of surfaces is not permitted.}
D. Visual inspection: EC and AAC will jointly inspect the work area in accordance with ASTM
E1368 Standard Practice for Visual Inspection of Asbestos Abatement Projects to ensure
that the asbestos work area is free of any accumulations of dirt, dust, visible debris or
excess water and, if observed, repeat the clean/wait cycle until residues are not detected
and work area is dry.

3.9

FINAL CLEARANCE
A. Upon successful visual inspection, EC will perform final clearance air sampling within the
work area as specified below:
1. Perform aggressive clearance testing by PCM in accordance with the NIOSH Method
7400 Asbestos and Other Fibers by PCM. In order to gain final clearance, the fiber
counts from all final clearance air samples will be less than 0.01 fibers per cubic
centimeter (f/cc) or background levels, whichever is greater.
B. If final clearance test(s) fail, the AAC is responsible for repeating the cleaning sequence
as necessary until final clearance tests are successful. The AAC will also be responsible
for paying for the additional labor and analysis associated with the additional clearance
sampling.

3.10

WASTE DISPOSAL AND EQUIPMENT LOAD-OUT
A. Packaging asbestos wastes:
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1. All asbestos-containing wastes, including removed ACM and debris, containment
poly, critical barrier materials, suits, respirator filters, vacuum and negative air
machine HEPA filters, water filters, and other asbestos-containing items will be
adequately wetted and properly packaged for disposal.
2. Use double 6-mil plastic bags with “gooseneck” seal, or other impermeable
containers.
3. Wrap large or irregular items in two layers of 6 mil poly sheeting and seal with tape.
4. Sharp, jagged, or other items that may puncture poly will be packaged in rigid
impermeable containers such as drums or boxes, or wrapped in burlap or other
protective covering before sealing in double bags or double layers of 6-mil poly.
5. Label containers:
a. OSHA warning label.
b. DOT performance-oriented hazardous material label.
c. Name and address of generator and abatement location.
d. The labels must be visible on the exterior of the containers.
B. Removing items from the work area:
1. Packaged asbestos wastes, non-porous debris (items that can be decontaminated),
and equipment will be wet cleaned and moved into a securable completely enclosed
dumpster.
2. Waste will be placed in a cart and covered. A plastic runner will be placed on the floor
to the waste storage area. The loaded cart will be carefully taken to and unloaded
into the enclosed waste storage container.
C. Storage of packaged asbestos wastes will be in a completely enclosed, plasticized
dumpster or other suitable container that can be secured. The dumpster will be kept
locked at all times when unattended to prevent unauthorized access.
D. Shipment of items from the project.
1. Decontaminated tools and equipment may be shipped by normal carrier to
warehouse, another jobsite, or other destination.
2. For asbestos wastes:
a. Line shipping container with 6-mil poly prior to loading packaged asbestos wastes.
b. Post NESHAP placards, at minimum, during loading.
c. Persons performing loading operations will wear PPE and respirators.
d. Containers and packages will be tightly packed together to prevent shifting during
transport. Large components or heavy items will be secured to prevent shifting,
and will not be stacked on top of bags.
e. Execute the NESHAP-required Waste Shipment Record (WSR) to be signed by
the generator, transporter, and landfill. All WSRs will be returned to the Owner
within 35 days of waste leaving project site.
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E. Disposal of packaged asbestos wastes.
1. Only landfills approved and permitted for accepting asbestos wastes may be used for
disposal.

END OF SECTION 02 82 00
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SECTION 02 86 00 - HAZARDOUS AND UNIVERSAL WASTE
ABATEMENT
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

1.2

DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
A.

This Section describes the segregation, packaging, labeling, transport, and disposal
and/or recycling of waste materials generated by demolition/renovation activities and
the subsequent shipment of properly packaged and labeled waste materials to open,
permitted and Owner-approved disposal sites.

B.

The Contractor’s Work includes work area preparation, sampling and analysis, onsite handling, supervision of all Work, preparation of reports, and protection of on-site
persons, utilities, and property, and payment of all transport and disposal /recycling
fees.

FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS:
A.

Federal requirements which govern the management, hauling and disposal of
hazardous, special and universal waste/recycled material include but are not limited
to the following:
1.

US Department of Transportation (USDOT), including but not limited to the
following:
a. Hazardous Substances, Title 49, Part 171 and 172 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
b. Hazardous Material Regulations, General Awareness and Training
Requirements for Handlers, Loaders and Drivers, Title 49, Parts 171-180
of the Code of Federal Regulations.
c. Hazardous Material Regulations, Editorial and Technical Revisions, Title
49, Parts 171-180 of the Code of Federal Regulations.

2.

US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), including but not limited to the
following:
a. Management of Hazardous Wastes Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA), Title 40, Parts 260-299 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
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b. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) Manufacturing, Processing, Distribution
In Commerce, and Use Prohibitions, Title 40, Parts 761, of the Code of
Federal Regulations.
c. Protection of Stratospheric Ozone, Title 40, Part 82 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
d. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA), Title 42, Section 103.
e. Universal Waste Rule, Title 40, Part 273 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.
3.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), including but not
limited to:
a. Occupational Safety and Health Standards, Respiratory Protection, Title
29, Part 1910.134.
b. Occupational Safety and Health Standards, Hazard Communication, Title
29, Part 1910.1200.
c. Safety and Health Standards for Construction, Title 29, Part 1926 of the
Code of Federal Regulations.
d. Occupational Safety and Health Standards, Lead, Title 29, Part 1926.62.

1.3

STATE REQUIREMENTS:
A.

Abide by all state requirements which govern the management, hauling and disposal
of hazardous, special and universal waste/recycled material. In Illinois, this includes,
but is not limited to the following:
1.

Title 35 of the Illinois Administration Code (IAC), including but not limited to
the following:
a. Waste stream Authorization, IAC Chapter I, Subpart b, Part 709.
b. Hazardous Waste Management Systems: General, IAC Chapter I,
Subchapter c, Part 720.
c. Identification & Listing of Hazardous Waste, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter c,
Part 721.
d. Standards Applicable to Generators of Hazardous Waste, IAC Chapter I,
Subchapter c, Part 722.
e. Standards Applicable to Transporters of Hazardous Waste, IAC Chapter
I, Subchapter c, Part 723.
f. Standards Applicable to Treaters, Storers, and Disposers of Hazardous
Waste, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter c, Part 724.
g. Interim Status Standards of Hazardous Waste Treaters, Storers, and
Disposers, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter c, Part 725.
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h. Standards for the Management of Specific Hazardous Waste and Specific
Types of Hazardous Waste Management Facilities, IAC Chapter I, Subpart
c, Part 726.
i. Land Disposal Restrictions, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter c, Part 728.
j. Universal Waste Management, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter d, Part 733.
k. Solid Waste, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter i, Part 807.
l. Special Waste Classifications, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter i, Part 808.
m. Special Waste Hauling, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter i, Part 809.
n. Standards for New Solid Waste Landfills, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter i, Part
811.
o. Procedural Requirements for Permitted Landfills, IAC Chapter I,
Subchapter i, Part 813.
p. Standards for Existing Landfills and Units, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter g,
Part 814.
q. Standards for Management of Used Oil, IAC Chapter I, Subchapter e, Part
739.
1.4

LOCAL REQUIREMENTS:
A.

1.5

Abide by all local requirements which govern the management, hauling, and disposal
of hazardous, special and universal waste/recycled material.

DEFINITIONS:
Capacitor: A device for accumulating and holding a charge of electricity and consisting of
conducting surfaces separated by dielectric fluid.
Chemical Waste Landfill: An open and approved landfill, permitted under 35 IAC Subtitle G
Part 814 at which protection against risk of injury to health or the environment from migration
of PCBs to land, water or the atmosphere is provided from PCBs and PCB items deposited
therein by locating, engineering, and operating the landfill as specified in 40 CFR 1761.75.
Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC): Organic compounds containing carbon, fluorine, and chlorine that
were widely used as aerosol propellants, refrigerants, and solvents.
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR): The basic component of the Federal Register publication
system. The CFR is a codification of the regulations of the various federal agencies.
Component: All removable parts/materials which make up ballasts, bulbs, batteries, and
other electrical equipment, a percentage of which can be recycled.
Container: Any portable device, in which material is sorted, transported, treated, disposed of,
or otherwise handled.
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Disposal: Intentionally or accidentally to discard, throw away or otherwise complete or
terminate the useful life of PCBs and PCB items. Disposal includes spills, leaks, and other
uncontrolled discharges of PCBs as well as actions related to containing, transporting,
destroying, degrading, decontaminating, or confining PCBs and PCB items.
Disposal Facility: A facility or part of a facility at which hazardous waste is intentionally placed
into or on any land or water, and at which waste will remain after closure.
USEPA Identification: The unique number assigned by the USEPA to each generator or
transporter of hazardous waste, and each treatment, storage or disposal facility.
Facility: All contiguous land, structures, other appurtenances, and improvements on the land,
used for treating, storing or disposing of hazardous waste. A facility may consist of several
treatment, storage, or disposal operational units, e.g. one or more landfills, surface
impoundments, or a combination of them.
Fluorescent light ballast: A device that electrically controls fluorescent light fixtures and that
includes a capacitor containing 0.1 kilogram (kg) or less of dielectric fluid.
Landfill: an open and permitted disposal facility or part of a facility where hazardous and
special wastes are placed in or on land, and which is not a land treatment facility, a surface
impoundment, or a combination of them.
Leak or leaking: Any instance in which PCB article, PCB container, or PCB equipment has
any PCBs on any portion of its external surface.
Manifest: The shipping document, USEPA form 7710-53, used for identifying the quantity,
composition, origin, routing, and destination of hazardous waste during its transportation from
the point of generation to the point of treatment, storage or disposal.
On-site: Within the boundaries of a contiguous property unit.
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs): Any chemical substance that is limited to the biphenyl
molecule that has been chlorinated to varying degrees or any combination of substances
which contains such substance.
PCB Article Container: Any package, can, bottle, bag, barrel, drum, tank, or other device that
contains PCB articles or PCB equipment, and whose surface(s) has not been in direct contact
with PCBs.
PCB Container: Any package, can bottle, bag, barrel, drum, tank, or other device that
contains PCBs or PCB articles and whose surface(s) has been in direct contact with PCBs.
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PCB Item: Any PCB article, PCB article container, PCB container, or PCB equipment, that
deliberately or unintentionally contains or has as a part of it any PCB or PCBs.
Recover Refrigerant: To remove refrigerant in any condition from an appliance without
necessarily testing or processing it in any way.
Recycle Refrigerant: To extract refrigerant from an appliance and clean refrigerant for reuse
without meeting all of the requirements for reclamation. In general, recycled refrigerant is
refrigerant that is cleaned using oil separation and single or multiple passes through devices
such as replaceable-core filter-driers, which reduce moisture, acidity, and particulate matter.
Reclaim Refrigerant: To reprocess refrigerant to at least the purity specified in AirConditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) Standard 700-1988 Specification for
Fluorocarbon Refrigerants, and to verify this purity using the analytical methodology
prescribed in the standard. In general reclamation involves the use of processes or
procedures available only at the processing or manufacturing facility.
Storage: The holding of hazardous waste for a temporary period, at the end of which the
hazardous waste is treated, destroyed, disposed of or stored elsewhere.
Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP): A laboratory test method to determine the
mobility of both organic and inorganic compounds present in liquid, solid, and multiphasic
wastes performed in accordance with test methods required under 40 CFR Part 261 and 268.
Transporter: Any person engaged in the off-site transportation of special waste and/or
hazardous waste within the United States, by air, rail, highway or water, if such transportation
requires a manifest under 40 CFR Part 262.
1.6

QUALITY ASSURANCE:
A.

Work outlined in this Section must be performed by a qualified Contractor who is
thoroughly familiar with working with regulated waste materials of similar size and
scope. The Contractor must be familiar with and capable of complying with all federal,
state, and local regulatory requirements pertaining to waste handling.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS:
A.

Use only materials suitable for the work as required by all federal, state, and local
regulatory requirements pertaining to waste handling
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

3.2

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
A.

The Contractor will train each employee performing work prior to the time of initial job
assignment in accordance with applicable regulations.

B.

The Contractor will furnish each employee required to wear a negative pressure
respirator or other appropriate type with a respirator fit test at the time of initial fitting
and at least every twelve months thereafter if required by 29 CFR 1910.1025. The
Contractor will establish and implement a respiratory protection program as required
by 29 CFR 1910.134 and 29 CFR 1926.62.

C.

Establish and implement a hazard communication program as required by 29 CFR
1910.1200.

D.

Post warning signs at entry points to hazardous work area, as necessary.

E.

Segregate, package, label, transport and dispose of hazardous waste in accordance
with DOT, USEPA, state, and local regulations.

F.

Extreme care will be used to prevent leakage of chemicals, liquid wastes, refrigerant,
etc. during removal processes.

G.

Do not mix potentially hazardous waste streams or different refrigerants in the same
recovery vessel. Where feasible, separate each type of hazardous waste from other
types of hazardous wastes and construction waste.

H.

All electrical circuits will be de-energized and locked out prior to removal of ballasts.
Contractor will provide temporary lighting as needed.

I.

The Contractor will identify the location and ownership of all on-site transformers. The
contents from each transformer will be characterized for PCB content by the
Contractor for proper disposal.

J.

Contractor will make all arrangements from the proper decommissioning of equipment
and disposal of related materials.

HAZARDOUS WASTE DESIGNATION:
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3.3

A.

Where not otherwise designated by the Owner as hazardous waste, characterize
applicable suspect waste products by conducting representative TCLP testing and
referencing 40 CFR Part 261.

B.

Work will include characterization and proper disposal of any soot contained within
boilers, incinerators, or stacks; maintenance fluids within heating/cooling equipment;
hazardous chemicals; storage tanks; or lead content of paint present.

C.

Fluids from transformers, electrical equipment, hydraulic equipment, etc. will be
characterized for PCB content per 40 CFR Part 761.

D.

Representative sampling of waste products will be in accordance with USEPA
Document SW 846.

E.

TCLP test analysis will be performed in accordance with USEPA Method 1311.

F.

Radiological wastes, if any, will be classified in accordance with the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) operating agreement.

HAZARDOUS WASTE PACKAGING AND LABELING:
A.

Package each segregated hazardous waste type in containers for offsite removal and
disposal/recycling. IMPORTANT: Do Not Mix Waste Streams.

B.

Maintain all containers in a continuously sealed condition after they have been sealed.
1. Do not reopen sealed containers.
2. Do not place additional waste in sealed containers.

3.4

TEMPORARY STORAGE:
A.

Partially filled containers of hazardous waste may be stored at the work site for
intermittent packaging provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Each container is properly labeled when it is first placed in service, including the
date;
2. Each container remains closed at all times except when compatible waste types
are added;
3. Work site must be secured and/or attended at all times; and
4. When moved from site to site, each container remains within the geographic
boundaries of the facility without moving or crossing public access highways.
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UNDER NO CIRUMSTANCES WILL THE ACCUMULATED WASTE REMAIN ON SITE BEYOND
NINETY (90) DAYS FROM THE DAY THAT ACCUMULATION IN THE CONTAINER WAS
INITIATED.
3.5

3.6

REMOVAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTES:
A.

Immediately seal containers of hazardous waste as each the container is filled.
Remove containers of hazardous waste from the work site within forty-eight (48) hours
of being filled.

B.

Transport filled containers from the work site to an approved disposal site or recycling
center utilizing a licensed hauler.

C.

All fluorescent light ballasts will be removed. Those labeled NO PCBs will be
packaged separately from those which indicate PCB presence or that do not indicate
PCB condition.

D.

Continuously maintain custody of all hazardous material generated at the work site
including security, short-term storage, transportation, and disposition until custody is
transferred to an approved disposal site or recycling center.

E.

At completion of hauling and disposal of each load, submit copy of waste manifest,
chain of custody form, and landfill receipt to the Owner.

RECYCLING AND RECOVERY:
A.

3.7

Turn over waste which contains materials for which recovery and/or recycling is
possible to an approved recycling center.

STORAGE & TRANSPORTATION OF REFRIGERANTS / CFCs:
A.

Use proper storage vessel when recovering refrigerants.
1. Containers meeting the Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute
(AHRI) standards.
2. Container working pressure rating must comply with DOT requirements.
3. Open top and plastic drums will not be used.
4. Previously filled, disposable cylinders will not be used to store or transport
recovered refrigerants.
5. Cylinder will be free of surface dents and imperfections.

B.

All recovery vessels will be visually inspected by the Contractor prior to filling. The
Contractor will inspect and provide the following upon request:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

3.8

Verification of proper DOT specification.
Pressure rating verification.
Current hydrostatic test date.
Required labeling for recovery vessel.

C.

Return all refrigerant to reclamation facilities to be reprocessed in accordance with
AHRI Standard 700-2012: Specification for Fluorocarbon Refrigerants or dispose in
an approved facility.

D.

The Contractor will provide the Owner with required documents for CFC
refrigerant/reclamation within ten days.

REMOVAL OF NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE MATERIAL:
A.

Transport and legally dispose of non-hazardous waste products, materials, residues
and refuse at an approved location.

B.

Non-hazardous waste products, materials, residues and refuse include, but are not
necessarily limited to:
1. Materials which are determined to be non-hazardous wastes through objective
sampling in accordance with USEPA Document SW-846 and laboratory analysis
in accordance with USEPA Method 1311.
2. Emptied hazardous material containers:
3. When a container is emptied of its hazardous contents by pouring or scraping so
that less than one inch of material remains in the bottom of the container, the
container is considered “empty” and is not in itself a hazardous waste;
4. Emptied hazardous material containers may be disposed of as construction debris
waste (i.e. non-hazardous).
5. Personal protective clothing and safety equipment with de minimis or trace
contamination.

C.

Keep premises in a clean and orderly condition during performance of all Work.

D.

Place non-hazardous construction debris wastes in secure containers for local landfill
disposal on a daily basis.

END OF SECTION 02 86 00
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SECTION 02 41 16 – BUILDING DEMOLITION
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

Demolition and removal of buildings including, but not limited to, all roofing, all
structural steel and masonry, partition walls and appurtenances.

B.

Demolition and removal of building concrete slab and foundation.

C.

Voids left by demolition will be back filled with CA6, no compaction.

D.

Disconnecting, capping or sealing, and abandoning in place or removing site utilities.

E.

Special Requirements:
1. Prior to starting any other work, the Contractor will perform Asbestos Abatement
as described in Section 02081 and Hazardous and Universal Abatement as
described in Section 02089.

1.2

1.3

SUBMITTALS
A.

Inventory: After demolition is complete, submit a list of items that have been removed
and salvaged for Owner.

B.

Pre-demolition Photographs or Videotape:
improvements. Submit before Work begins.

C.

Landfill Records: Provide disposal receipts and acceptance of wastes from the
permitted Subtitle D Landfill to Owner’s Representative.

D.

Statement of Refrigerant Recovery: Signed by refrigerant recovery technician
responsible for recovering refrigerant, stating that all refrigerant that was present was
recovered and that recovery was performed according to USEPA regulations. Include
name and address of technician and date refrigerant was recovered.

Show existing conditions of site

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Demolition Firm Qualifications: An experienced firm that has specialized in demolition
work similar in material and extent to that indicated for this Project.

BUILDING DEMOLITIONDEMOLITION - SECTION 02 41 16
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1.4

B.

Refrigerant Recovery Technician Qualifications:
certification program.

Certified by USEPA-approved

C.

Regulatory Requirements: Conform to the requirements of authorities having
jurisdiction and the City of Warrenville, including lead, asbestos, PCBs, environmental
and health hazards, air, water, and ground quality and legal disposal of waste.

D.

Standards: Comply with ANSI A10.6 Safety & Health Program Requirements for
Demolition Operations and NFPA 241 Standard for Safeguarding Construction,
Alteration, and Demolition Operations.

PROJECT CONDITIONS
A.

Conditions existing at the time of inspection for bidding purposes will be maintained
by the Owner insofar as practicable. However, variations within the structure may
occur by Owner's removal and salvage operations prior to the start of the demolition
work.

B.

Explosives: The use of explosives will not be permitted.

C.

Traffic:
1. Conduct demolition operations and the removal of debris to ensure minimum
interference with roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied or used
facilities.
2. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks or other occupied or used facilities without
permission from authorities having jurisdiction.
3. Provide alternate routes around closed or obstructed traffic ways if required by
governing regulations.

D.

Protections:
1. Ensure the safe passage of persons around the area of demolition. Conduct
operations to prevent injury to adjacent buildings, structures, other facilities and
persons.
2. Erect temporary covered passageways as required by authorities having
jurisdiction and the City of Warrenville.
3. Provide shoring, bracing, or support to prevent movement or settlement or
collapse of Work to be demolished and adjacent construction to remain.
4. Protect existing mature trees to remain from damage related to project activities.
a. Protect existing vegetation to remain in place against unnecessary cutting,
breaking or skinning of roots, skinning and bruising of bark, smothering by
stockpiling construction materials or excavated materials within drip line,
excess foot or vehicular traffic, or parking of vehicles within drip line.
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b.

c.

d.
e.

Provide temporary fences, barricades or guards as required to protect
vegetation to be left standing.
Protect root systems from damage due to noxious materials in solution
caused by runoff or spillage during mixing and placement of construction
materials, or drainage from stored materials. Protect root systems from
flooding, erosion or excessive wetting resulting from dewatering
operations.
Provide protection for roots over 1½" diameter that are cut during
construction operations. Coat the cut faces with an emulsified asphalt or
other acceptable coating especially formulated for horticultural use on cut
or damaged plant tissues. Temporarily cover all exposed roots with wet
burlap to prevent roots from drying out; provide earth cover as soon as
possible.
Repair or replace vegetation damaged by construction operations, in a
manner acceptable to the Owner.
Repair tree damage by a qualified tree surgeon. Replace trees, which
cannot be repaired and restored to full-growth status, as determined by
the tree surgeon at no cost to the Owner.

E.

Damages: Promptly repair damages to adjacent construction on or off the site caused
by demolition operations at no cost to the Owner.

F.

Utility Services:
1. Maintain existing utilities required to remain, keep in service, and protect against
damage during demolition operations.
2. Do not interrupt existing utilities serving occupied or used facilities, except when
authorized in writing by authorities having jurisdiction and Owner. Provide
temporary services during interruptions to existing utilities, as acceptable to the
governing authorities and Owner.
3. Disconnect, seal and remove utilities before starting demolition operations.

G.

Employ an exterminator and treat entire building in accordance with governing health
regulations for rodent and insect control.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1

BACKFILL MATERIALS
A.

The excavation will be back filled with CA6, no compaction testing is necessary.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSPECTION
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3.2

A.

Make a thorough inspection and report suspicion of asbestos containing materials or
chemicals. Start of operations will be evidence of acceptance that environmental
conditions have been remedied in accordance with Division 02 Sections.

B.

Survey existing conditions and correlate with requirements indicated to determine
extent of demolition required.

PREPARATION
A.

Refrigerant: Remove and store refrigerant according to 40 CFR 82 and regulations
of authorities having jurisdiction.

B.

Existing Utilities: Locate, identify, disconnect, and seal or cap off indicated utilities
serving buildings and structures to be demolished.
1. Arrange to shut off indicated utilities with utility companies.
2. If utility services are required to be removed, relocated, or abandoned, before
proceeding with building demolition provide temporary utilities that bypass
buildings and structures to be demolished and that maintain continuity of service
to other buildings and structures.
3. Cut off pipe or conduit a minimum of 24 inches (620 mm) below grade. Cap,
valve, or plug and seal remaining portion of pipe or conduit after bypassing.

C.

3.3

Temporary Shoring: Provide and maintain interior and exterior shoring, bracing, or
structural support to preserve stability and prevent unexpected movement or collapse
of construction being demolished. Strengthen or add new supports when required
during progress of demolition.

DEMOLITION
A.

Pollution Controls:
1. Use temporary enclosures and other suitable methods to limit the amount of dust
and dirt rising and scattering in the air to the lowest practical level. Comply with
governing state and local emissions standards/regulations.
2. Do not use water when it may create hazardous or objectionable conditions such
as ice or flooding.
3. Clean adjacent construction of dust, dirt, and debris caused by demolition
operations, to the satisfaction of the Owner or governing authorities. Return
adjacent areas to condition existing prior to the start of the Work.
4. Prior to commencing work, the Contractor will provide a liquid materials handling
plan. The plan will stipulate provisions for dewatering, pumping, collection,
temporary storage, and discharge or disposal of storm water, perched water and
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other liquids, contained and /or uncontained, at the site so as to facilitate removal
of materials from the site and minimize disposal costs for contained materials.
B.

Operations:
1. Use such methods as required to complete the Work within the limitations of
governing regulations.
2. Proceed with demolition in a systematic manner, from the top of the structure to
the ground.
3. Complete demolition work above each floor or tier before disturbing supporting
members on lower levels.
4. Demolish concrete and masonry in small sections.
5. Remove structural framing members and lower to ground by methods suitable to
avoid free fall and to prevent ground impact or dust generation.
6. Break up and remove concrete slabs-on-grade.

C.

3.4

Below-Grade Construction: Demolish and remove completely all construction below
grade.

MANAGEMENT OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS
A.

Separate recyclable demolished materials from other demolished materials to the
maximum extent possible. Separate recyclable materials by type.
1. Provide containers or other storage method for controlling recyclable materials
until they are removed from Project site.
2. Stockpile processed material on-site without intermixing with other materials.
Place, grade, and shape stockpiles to drain surface water. Cover to prevent
windblown dust.
3. Stockpile materials away from demolition area. Do not store within drip line of
remaining trees.
4. Store components off the ground and protect from the weather.
5. Transport materials off Owner’s property and legally dispose of all materials at a
Subtitle D landfill.

3.5

B.

Remove from the site and legally dispose of non-recyclable debris, rubbish, and other
materials resulting from demolition operations at a permitted Subtitle D landfill in
accordance with regulations.

C.

Burning of removed materials will not be permitted on the site.

BACKFILL AND FILL
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A.

Below-Grade Areas: Completely fill below-grade areas and voids resulting from
building demolition operations, including building basement areas, according to
backfill requirement below.
1.
2.

B.

3.6

Any excess or unauthorized excavation must be backfilled with CA6 with no
additional cost.
No backfill will be placed in standing water, on frozen ground or on surfaces
which have not been approved by the Project Consultant.

Site Grading: Uniformly rough grade area of demolished construction to a uniform
surface, free from irregular surface changes. Provide a smooth transition between
adjacent existing grades and new grades.

CLEANING
A.

Clean adjacent structures and improvements of dust, dirt, and debris caused by
building demolition operations. Return adjacent areas to condition existing before
building demolition operations began.

END OF SECTION 02 41 16
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Former Phillips 66 Station
28W244 Warrenville Road
Warrenville Road, Illinois
Terracon Project No. 11197229A
November 22, 2019

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Terracon Consultants, Inc. (Terracon) conducted an asbestos and regulated materials survey of the
Former Phillips 66 Station Property located at 28W244 Warrenville Road, Warrenville, Illinois. The
survey was conducted on November 5, 2019 in general accordance with Terracon’s Proposal
Number P11197229, dated October 2, 2019. Interior and exterior areas were inspected for the
presence of asbestos-containing materials (ACM) and regulated waste that may require removal
prior to the acquisition and redevelopment of the property.
Although reasonable effort was made to survey inaccessible suspect materials, additional suspect,
but unsampled, materials could be located in walls, in voids or in other concealed areas. Suspect
ACM samples were collected in general accordance with the sampling protocols outlined in United
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 763.86.
Samples were delivered to an accredited laboratory for analysis by polarized light microscopy
(PLM).

1.1

Project Objective

We understand this survey was requested due to the proposed acquisition and redevelopment of
the property. The USEPA National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
(40 CFR 61, Subpart M) prohibits the release of asbestos fibers to the atmosphere during
renovation or demolition activities. The asbestos NESHAP requires that regulated and potentially
regulated ACM be identified, classified and quantified prior to planned renovation or demolition
activities.
In conjunction with the ACM survey, Terracon was requested to assess the structures for other
regulated (hazardous and non-hazardous) materials that may require removal or special handling.

1.2

Reliance

This report is prepared for the exclusive use and reliance of City of Warrenville. Use or reliance
by any other party is prohibited without the written authorization of City of Warrenville and
Terracon Consultants, Inc. (Terracon). Reliance on the report by the client and all authorized
parties will be subject to the terms, conditions and limitations stated in the proposal, this report,
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and Terracon’s agreement. The limitation of liability defined in the agreement is the aggregate
limit of Terracon’s liability to the client and all relying parties.

2.0

SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located at 28W244 Warrenville Road in Warrenville, DuPage County, Illinois (DuPage
County PIN # 04-35-403-021). According to the DuPage County Assessor’s website, the oneparcel site is approximately 1.02 acres. The east portion of the site was improved with an
approximately 4,200-square foot (sq. ft.) convenience store building; the west portion of the site
was improved with filling station with a kiosk, four pump islands, fuel dispensers, and overhead
canopy. An asphalt/concrete-paved parking lot, asphalt-paved driveways, and landscaped areas
surrounded the building.

3.0

FIELD ACTIVITIES – ACM SURVEY

Ms. Heather E. Eckard, an Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH)-licensed asbestos building
inspector, conducted the survey. Copies of Ms. Eckard’s license and certification are attached in
Appendix D. The ACM survey was conducted in general accordance with the sampling protocols
outlined in USEPA 40 CFR 763.86. A summary of the survey activities follows.

3.1

Visual Assessment

Terracon’s survey activities began with visual observation of the interior and exterior of the
buildings to identify homogeneous areas and quantify visible and accessible materials suspected
of containing asbestos (suspect ACM). A homogeneous area consists of materials that appear
similar throughout in terms of color and texture with consideration given to the date of application,
if known. Materials identified as concrete, glass, wood, metal or rubber were not considered
suspect ACM. Homogeneous areas of suspect ACM were visually identified and documented.
Although reasonable effort was made to survey accessible suspect materials, additional suspect,
but unsampled, materials could be located in walls, voids or in other concealed areas.

3.2

Physical Assessment

A physical assessment of each homogeneous area of suspect ACM was conducted to assess the
friability and condition of the materials. A friable material is defined by the USEPA as a material
which can be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by hand pressure when dry. Friability was
assessed by physically touching suspect materials.

3.3

Sample Collection

Based on the visual assessment, bulk samples of suspect ACM were collected in general
accordance with USEPA sampling protocols. The bulk samples were collected using wet methods,
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as applicable, to reduce the potential for fiber release. Samples were placed in sealable containers
and labeled with unique sample numbers using an indelible marker. Terracon collected 81 bulk
samples from 27 homogeneous areas of suspect ACM during this survey. The homogeneous areas
of suspect ACM identified and sampled during the survey are listed in Appendix A.

3.4

Sample Analysis

Bulk samples were submitted under chain of custody (COC) to Moody Labs (Moody) of Farmers
Branch, Texas for analysis by PLM with dispersion staining techniques in accordance with USEPA’s
Method for the Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Building Materials (600/R-93-116). The
percentage of asbestos, where applicable, was determined by microscopic visual estimation.
Moody is accredited under the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP)
Accreditation (No. 102056-0). A copy their accreditation is included in Appendix D.
Due to multiple layers in some of the samples, a total of 149 separate layers were analyzed. A
summary of the classification, condition and approximate quantity of identified ACM, if any, is
presented in Appendix B. Laboratory analytical reports are included in Appendix C.

3.5

Regulatory Overview

The asbestos NESHAP (40 CFR 61, Subpart M) regulates asbestos fiber emissions and asbestos
waste disposal practices. It also requires the identification and classification of existing materials
prior to demolition or renovation activity. Under NESHAP, ACM are classified as either friable,
Category I nonfriable or Category II nonfriable ACM. Friable materials are those that, when dry, may
be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by hand pressure. Category I nonfriable ACM
includes packings, gaskets, resilient floor coverings and asphalt roofing products containing more
than 1% asbestos. Category II nonfriable ACM are any materials other than Category I materials
that contain more than 1% asbestos. Friable ACMs and Category I and Category II nonfriable ACMs
that are in poor condition and have become friable; will be subjected to drilling, sanding, grinding,
cutting or abrading; or could be crushed or pulverized during anticipated renovation or demolition
activities are considered regulated ACM (RACM).
In Illinois, asbestos activities are regulated by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA)
and IDPH. IEPA regulates asbestos fiber emissions under Illinois Administrative Code (IAC) 35 Part
228 Asbestos. For large projects (greater than 160 square feet and/or 260 linear feet) and demolition
projects, the owner or operator must provide the IEPA with written notification and payment of
applicable fees for removal activities at least 10 working days prior to the commencement of
asbestos abatement activities.
IDPH regulates asbestos abatement activities in schools and other buildings under 77 IAC 855
Asbestos Abatement for Public and Private Schools and Commercial and Public Buildings in Illinois.
Under 77 IAC 855.100 License Requirements, IDPH requires that any asbestos-related activity
conducted in schools be performed by personnel licensed by the IDPH. This includes asbestos
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workers, supervisors, inspectors, management planners, project designers, project managers, air
sampling professionals, and contractors. 77 IAC 855 specifies work practices and controls for all
schools.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Asbestos standard for the construction
industry (29 CFR 1926.1101) regulates workplace exposure to asbestos during ACM removal. The
OSHA standard requires that employee exposure to airborne asbestos fibers be maintained below
0.1 asbestos fibers per cubic centimeter of air (0.1 f/cc). The OSHA standard classifies the types of
construction and maintenance activities that could disturb ACM, and specifies work practices and
precautions that employers must follow when engaging in each class of regulated work.

4.0

FIELD ACTIVITIES - REGULATED MATERIALS SURVEY

Materials such as mercury, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), batteries and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) can be found in building components. These materials are considered environmental
hazards and require special precautions if they will be removed in association with demolition
activities to prevent their entry into the environment.
A visual survey of the buildings was conducted for regulated (hazardous and non-hazardous)
materials such as PCB-containing components; mercury-containing components; chemicals;
CFCs, batteries and radioactive materials that require removal prior to demolition.
The survey did not include opening up drums, containers or equipment, sampling, or testing and is
based solely on visible observations of observable areas of buildings. Terracon attempted to
inventory all items/equipment/appliances that may contain hazardous components although the
potential remains that additional hazardous materials may be contained within equipment that have
not been individually inventoried.

4.1

PCBs

PCBs range from clear, oily liquids to white or yellowish waxy solids, depending on the degree of
chlorination. They are stable, thermoplastic, and nonflammable materials that found chief use in
insulation for electric cables and wires, in the production of electric condensers, and additives for
extreme pressure lubricants. Light ballasts can contain about one ounce of PCBs. The
transportation, disposal, and spill clean-up of PCB-containing ballasts is regulated by the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA), which is found in 40 CFR Part 261.
Terracon conducted a representative visual assessment of light fixtures to characterize PCB
content. Typically, ballasts manufactured prior to 1979 are presumed to contain PCBs unless
clearly marked as containing “No PCBs.” Ballasts that do not contain a “No PCBs” label are
presumed to be PCB-containing. During the assessment, Terracon checked random light fixture
ballasts.
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Transformers sometimes contain mineral oil which may contain minor amounts of PCB and could
be considered “PCB contaminated” (PCB content of 50-500 ppm).

4.2

Mercury

Metallic mercury is a silver-white liquid at room temperature. Elemental (metallic) mercury and its
compounds are toxic and exposure to excessive levels can permanently damage or fatally injure
the brain and kidneys. Elemental mercury can also be absorbed through the skin and cause
allergic reactions. Ingestion of inorganic mercury compounds can cause severe renal and
gastrointestinal toxicity.1
USEPA regulates disposal of mercury-containing fluorescent lights tubes as universal waste
under 40 CFR 273. Disposal of mercury from other sources is regulated under 40 CFR 260-262.
OSHA regulates occupational exposure to mercury under 29 CFR 1910.1000 Air Contaminants,
Table Z-1 – Limits for Air Contaminants. The PEL for mercury is 0.1 milligrams per cubic meter
(mg/m3) as an 8-hour time-weighted average.
Mercury is commonly found in thermostats and switches associated with air handling units. Other
items that may contain mercury include aquastats, pressurestats, manometers, pneumatic
controls, thermometers, temperature gauges, pressure-trols, float or level controls, space heater
controls and any other equipment used for measurement of vacuum, pressure, fluid level,
temperature or flow rate. These items are typically associated with tanks, boilers, furnaces,
heaters, electrical systems, water cleaning systems and air or liquid pumping/movement systems.
Mercury may also be found in silent switches for automated lighting, fluorescent lamps, highintensity discharge lights and neon lights. The regulated materials survey included an inventory
of the above items, which may contain mercury.

4.3

CFCs and Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs)

CFCs and HCFCs are ozone-depleting refrigerants commonly found in air-conditioning and
refrigeration systems. Terracon’s regulated materials survey included an inventory of air
conditioners, refrigerators/freezers/chillers, dehumidifiers, heat pumps, water fountains/coolers,
walk-in coolers, and vending machines/food display cases, which are all likely to contain CFCs
and/or HCFCs. Fire extinguishers, which may contain ozone-depleting halons were also included
in the inventory. The use of CFCs in consumer aerosol products has been banned in the United
States since 1978; however, aerosol products may still contain HCFCs.

1

Mercury, US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Posted at http://www.epa.gov/mercury/health.htm.
Accessed May 25, 2007.
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4.4

Chemicals, Hazardous Waste and Oil

Hazardous wastes can include ignitable, corrosive, reactive or toxic liquid, solid or containerized
gaseous wastes. Building areas were inspected for the presence of stored chemicals and
containers.

4.5

Batteries

Batteries containing nickel-cadmium and lead-acid can be found in emergency lighting, exit signs,
and alarm systems. The nickel-cadmium and lead-acid in these batteries are considered to be
toxic.

4.6

Radioactive Sources

There are several types of smoke detectors and fire alarms. Ionization chamber and photoelectric
smoke detectors are the two most common types available commercially. Ionization chamber
smoke detectors contain a small amount of radioactive material encapsulated in a metal chamber.
Typically, the radioactive material is a composite of americium-241. Exit signs that glow in the
dark often contain a radioactive gas called tritium. These signs do not require electricity or
batteries and should have a permanent warning label that mentions tritium, 3H or H-3; displays
the three-bladed radiation warning symbol; and states “Caution-Radioactive Materials.”

5.0

ACM FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Laboratory analysis confirmed asbestos concentrations of more than 1% in the following
materials:
HA2 No.

Description

Material
Location

Percent/Type
Asbestos
Kiosk

2

Thinset
associated
with grout and
mortar on 8”
brown ceramic
floor tile

Kiosk floor

2% Chrysotile

14

Caulking on
skylights

Roof south
skylight

NESHAPs
Classification

Condition

Estimated
Quantity*

Category II
nonfriable

Damaged

400 SF3

Category II
nonfriable

Good

40 LF4

Convenience Store
3% Chrysotile

2

HA = homogeneous area
SF =Square feet
4
LF =Linear feet
3
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HA2 No.

18

19

20

21

24

25

Description

Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
white floor tile
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
blue floor tile
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
red floor tile
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
white with
black streaks
floor tile
White sink
undercoating
Thinset
associated
with grout and
mortar on 4”
brown ceramic
floor tile

Material
Location

Percent/Type
Asbestos
Kiosk

NESHAPs
Classification

Condition

Estimated
Quantity*

Sales area and
south office

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

2,700 SF

Sales area
west and
center

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

300 SF

Sales area
east and
center

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

300 SF

East office
area and north
sales area

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

500 SF

Sales area
behind counter

5% Chrysotile

Category II
nonfriable

Good

4 SF

Outside
bathroom

2% Chrysotile

Category II
nonfriable

Damaged

25 SF

*Estimated quantities are based on a cursory field evaluation, and actual quantities may vary.

Based on the findings of the survey, Terracon recommends the following:

§

Terracon recommends the identified ACM be removed and disposed by an IDPH-licensed
asbestos abatement contractor prior to any activity that will disturb it in accordance with
NESHAP regulations. Though not required by regulation, Terracon recommends the work
be performed in accordance with a site-specific asbestos project design, prepared by an
IDPH-licensed asbestos project designer. Further, it is recommended that an IDPHlicensed asbestos professional represent the Owner on-site during abatement activities to
insure that all project activities are conducted in accordance with the asbestos project
design and applicable rules and regulations. Following removal, final air clearance should
be performed in accordance with applicable IDPH regulations.
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§

Due to the limitations of the survey performed, the possibility exists that additional suspect
ACM is present that was not identified herein. Any suspect ACM not previously identified
should be treated as assumed ACM until laboratory analysis confirms the presence or
absence of asbestos.

6.0

REGULATED MATERIALS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

PCBs

6.1.1 Findings
Terracon observed the following:
Material

Estimated
Quantity

Kiosk - interior

Light ballast

8

Exterior gas pumping
station canopy

Light ballast

40

Convenience store interior

Light ballast

74

Light ballast

10

Location

Comments

PCBs

Convenience store exterior along roof
line
Mercury

Kiosk - interior

Exterior gas pumping
station canopy

4-foot
fluorescent
lamps
Mercury
thermostat
Computer
monitor
Digital
thermostat
Light bulbs
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Ballasts were encased within the light
fixture and labels were not observed.
Ballasts are assumed to contain PCBs
Light fixtures were inaccessible, and
ballast are assumed to be present.
One ballast label was observed and
indicated no PCBs, however each
ballast should be checked or assumed
to contain PCBs.
Light fixtures were inaccessible, and
ballast are assumed to be present.

16
1

West side behind counter

1
1
40

Light fixtures were inaccessible, light
bulbs are assumed to be present.
Incandescent bulbs do not contain

8
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mercury, however CFL bulbs do contain
mercury.

Convenience store interior

Convenience store exterior

Light bulbs
(flood light)
4-foot
fluorescent
lamps
8-foot
fluorescent
lamps
Light bulbs in
can fixtures
Computer
monitor
Digital
thermostat
Neon sign
8-foot
fluorescent
lamps
Light bulbs
(1’x1’ fixtures)
Light bulbs
(street light)
Light bulbs
(flood lights)

CFCs and HCFCs
Kiosk - roof
Kiosk – interior
Convenience store roof
Convenience store interior
Miscellaneous,
Chemicals,
Hazardous Waste,
and Oil

5

1

Inaccessible, located on top of canopy

80

34
6
4
1
1
10

16
1
2

HVAC5 unit
Fire
extinguisher

1

HVAC unit

4

Fire
extinguisher

1

Light fixtures were inaccessible
Light fixtures in the soffit were
inaccessible, and light bulbs are
assumed to be present
Located on the northeast corner, light
fixture was inaccessible.
Located on the north and east side, light
fixtures were inaccessible.

1

HVAC = Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
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Kiosk - interior

Convenience store interior

Electrical
panels
Electrical
panels
Polyurethane
converter (16
fluid ounces)
Unknown
Miscellaneous
cleaners
Ice melt

3 panels
6 panels
3 cans
1 drum

55-gallon drum

5 gallons
2 bags

Calcium chloride blend (10-pound bag)

Batteries
Emergency
Convenience store - lighting/exit
sign
interior
Exit sign

2

Main entrance

1

Northeast door

6.1.2 Recommendations
Based on the findings of the survey, Terracon recommends the following:

§

PCB and non-PCB ballasts should be segregated and packaged for waste disposal or
recycling in accordance with state and federal requirements.

§

Light tubes should be removed intact and properly packaged for waste disposal or
recycling in accordance with state and federal requirements.

§

Mercury-containing products should be maintained intact and stored in labeled and
covered containers prior to shipment to an approved facility for recycling in accordance
with state and federal requirements.

§

Prior to demolition, CFCs or HCFCs should be recovered by qualified personnel in
accordance with state and federal requirements to prevent ozone-depleting refrigerants
from being released during salvaging or dismantling activities.

§

Waste chemicals should be packaged, stored and labeled in accordance with applicable
regulations for disposal, treatment or recycling as appropriate.

§

Terracon did not observe any tritium emergency lighting and exit signs during the site visit.
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7.0

GENERAL COMMENTS

This survey was conducted in a manner consistent with the level of care and skill ordinarily
exercised by members of the profession currently practicing under similar conditions in the same
locale. The results, findings, conclusions and recommendations expressed in this report are based
on conditions observed during Terracon’s survey of the buildings. The information contained in this
report is relevant to the date on which this survey was performed, and should not be relied upon to
represent conditions at a later date. This report has been prepared on behalf of and exclusively for
use by the City of Warrenville for specific application to their project as discussed. This report is not
a bidding document. Contractors or consultants reviewing this report must draw their own
conclusions regarding further investigation or remediation deemed necessary. Terracon does not
warrant the work of regulatory agencies, laboratories or other third parties supplying information
that may have been used in the preparation of this report. No warranty, express or implied is made.
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ASBESTOS SAMPLE SUMMARY
FORMER PHILLIPS 66 STATION
28A244 WARRENVILLE ROAD
WARRENVILLE, ILLINOIS
TERRACON PROJECT NO. 11197229A
NOVEMBER 22, 2019
Sample No.

Description

1-CT2-01
1-CT2-02
1-CT2-03

2’x2’ fissured ceiling
tile

Material Location
Sample Location
Kiosk and Fueling Station Canopy
North
Kiosk Ceiling
West
Center

2-MA2/MA4-04

2-MA2/MA4-05

East

Grout and mortar on
8” brown ceramic
floor tile

Kiosk Floor

West

2-MA2/MA4-06

West

3-FC3-07

East

3-FC3-08

4” Brown cove base
and brown mastic

Kiosk

South

3-FC3-09

West

4-WB1-10

East

4-WB1-11

Drywall and joint
compound

Kiosk walls

4-WB1-12

West

5-CA5-13
5-CA5-14
5-CA5-15
6-CA1-16
6-CA1-17
6-CA1-18
7-CA5-19
7-CA5-20
7-CA5-21

Exterior white canopy
caulk

Canopy

Black window caulking

Kiosk windows

Grey caulking on roof
top unit (RTU)

Kiosk - roof

8-RF6-22

Roof field

Kiosk roof

6

South

ND= Asbestos Not Detected
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Above kiosk
Above kiosk
Above kiosk
North
West
East
RTU
RTU
RTU
North

Lab Results
ND6
ND
ND
ND-Grout
ND-Mortar
2% Chrysotile-Thinset
ND-Yellow Mastic
ND-Grout
ND-Mortar
2% Chrysotile-Thinset
ND-Yellow Mastic
ND-Grout
ND-Mortar
2% Chrysotile-Thinset
ND-Yellow Mastic
ND-Cove Base
ND-Brown Mastic
ND-Cove Base
ND-Brown Mastic
ND-Cove Base
ND-Brown Mastic
ND-Drywall
ND-Joint Compound
ND-Drywall
ND-Joint Compound
ND-Drywall
ND-Joint Compound
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Underlayment

APPENDIX A CONT’D

Sample No.

Description

Material Location

Sample Location

8-RF6-23

South

8-RF6-24

East

9-RF4-25

North

9-RF4-26

Roof flashing

South

Kiosk roof

9-RF4-27

East

Lab Results
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Underlayment
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Underlayment
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic

Convenience Store
10-RF6-28

10-RF6-29

North
Roof field

Convenience store
roof

South

10-RF6-30

West

11-RF4-31

North

11-RF4-32

Roof flashing

Convenience store
roof

11-RF4-33
12-CA5-34
12-CA5-35
12-CA5-36

West
Grey caulking on metal
flashing

Convenience store
roof, south end

13-CA5-37
13-CA5-38

South
South
South
North

Grey caulking on
exhaust vents

Around exhaust vents

13-CA5-39

South
East

14-CA1-40
14-CA1-41

East

South skylights
Black caulking on
skylights

Roof-south
skylights

South skylights

14-CA1-42

South skylights

15-CT2-43

Sales area behind
counter

15-CT2-44

2’x2’ smooth ceiling tile
(drywall)

Sales area behind
counter and south
and east offices

15-CT2-45
16-CT2-46
16-CT2-47
16-CT2-48
17-WB1-49

East office
South office

2’x2’ fissured and
pinhole ceiling tile

Sales area
Walls throughout
building
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Sales arear - North
Sales arear - Center
Sales arear - South
South wall behind
counter

ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Underlayment
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Underlayment
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Underlayment
ND-Flashing Material
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Flashing Material
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND-Flashing Material
ND-Rubber Membrane
ND
ND
ND
ND-Grey Caulking
ND-Black Caulking
ND-Grey Caulking
ND-Black Caulking
ND-Grey Caulking
ND-Black Caulking
ND-Caulking 1
3% Chrysotile-Caulking 2
ND
ND-Caulking 1
2% Chrysotile-Caulking 2
ND-Drywall Tile
ND-Vinyl Facing
ND-Drywall Tile
ND-Vinyl Facing
ND-Drywall Tile
ND-Vinyl Facing
ND
ND
ND
ND-Drywall
ND-Joint Compound

APPENDIX A CONT’D

Sample No.

Description

17-WB1-50

Drywall and joint
compound

17-WB1-51

Material Location

East wall in sales area
North wall east office

18-FT2-52

18-FT2-53

Sample Location

Sales area - south
12”x12” white floor
tile and black mastic

Sales area and
south office

Sales area - north

18-FT2-54

Sales area - center

19-FT2-55

Sales area - center

19-FT2-56

12”x12” blue floor tile
and black mastic

Sales area west and
center

Sales area – north

19-FT2-57

Sales area - south

20-FT2-58

Sales area - south

20-FT2-59

12”x12” red floor tile
and black mastic

Sales area east and
center

Sales area – center

20-FT2-60

Sales area - south

21-FT2-61

East office

21-FT2-62

12”x12” white with
black streaks floor
tile and black and
yellow mastic

East office and north
sales area

East office

21-FT2-63

Sales area – north

22-FC3-64

Sales area – east

22-FC3-65

4” black cove base and
tan mastic

Throughout

22-FC3-66
23-MG8-67
23-MG8-68
23-MG8-69
24-SC6-70

Sales area – west
Sales area – south

Mastic on fiber
reinforced panels

Back slop sink and
bathrooms
Sink behind counter
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Back slop sink area
Back slop sink area
Back slop sink area
Sink behind counter

Lab Results
ND-Drywall
ND-Joint Compound
ND-Drywall
ND-Joint Compound
ND-Floor tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
ND-Yellow Mastic
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
ND-Yellow Mastic
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Floor Tile
ND-Yellow Mastic
5% Chrysotile-Black
Mastic
ND-Cove Base
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Cove Base
ND-Tan Mastic
ND-Cove Base
ND-Tan Mastic
ND
ND
ND
5% Chrysotile

APPENDIX A CONT’D

Sample No.
24-SC6-71
24-SC6-72

Description
White sink
undercoating

Material Location

25-MA3/MA473
25-MA3/MA474

Outside bathroom
Grout and mortar on
4” brown ceramic
floor tile

Outside bathroom

25-MA3/MA475
26-CA1-76
26-CA1-77
26-CA1-78
27-CA5-79
27-CA5-80
27-CA5-81

Sample Location
Sink behind counter
Sink behind counter

Outside bathroom

Outside bathroom
Exterior black window
caulk

West windows

Exterior white wall
caulking

Various areas around
the perimeter of the
building by the soffit
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West windows
West windows
West windows
West side - north
West side-north
West side - south

Lab Results
5% Chrysotile
5% Chrysotile
ND-Grout
ND-Mortar
2% Chrysotile-Thinset
ND-Grout
ND-Mortar
2% Chrysotile-Thinset
ND-Grout
ND-Mortar
2% Chrysotile-Thinset
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

APPENDIX B
CONFIRMED ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS
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CONFIRMED ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS
FORMER PHILLIPS 66 STATION
28A244 WARRENVILLE ROAD
WARRENVILLE, ILLINOIS
TERRACON PROJECT NO. 11167229A
NOVEMBER 22, 2019
HA1 No.

Description

Material
Location

Percent/Type
Asbestos
Kiosk

2

Thinset
associate with
grout and
mortar on 8”
brown ceramic
floor tile

Kiosk floor

2% Chrysotile

NESHAPs
Classification

Condition

Estimated
Quantity*

Category II
nonfriable

Damaged

400 SF2

Convenience Store
14

18

19

20

21

24

Caulking on
skylights
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
white floor tile
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
blue floor tile
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
red floor tile
Black mastic
associated
with 12”x12”
white with
black streaks
floor tile
White sink
undercoating

Roof south
skylight

3% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Good

40 LF3

Sales area and
south office

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

2,700 SF

Sales area
west and
center

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

300 SF

Sales area
east and
center

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

300 SF

East office
area and north
sales area

5% Chrysotile

Category I
nonfriable

Damaged

500 SF

Sales area
behind counter

5% Chrysotile

Category II
nonfriable

Good

4 SF

1

HA = homogeneous area
SF =Square feet
3
LF =Linear feet
2
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HA1 No.

Description

Material
Location

25

Thinset
associated
with grout and
mortar on 4”
brown ceramic
floor tile

Outside
bathroom

Percent/Type
Asbestos
Kiosk

2% Chrysotile

NESHAPs
Classification

Condition

Estimated
Quantity*

Category II
nonfriable

Damaged

25 SF

*Estimated quantities are based on a cursory field evaluation, and actual quantities may vary.
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ASBESTOS ANALYTICAL LABORATORY DATA
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PLM Summary Report
NVLAP Lab Code 102056-0

2051 Valley View Lane
Farmers Branch, TX 75234 Phone: (972) 241-8460

TDSHS License No. 30-0084

Client :

Terracon - Glendale Heights

Lab Job No. : 19B-14086

Project :

City of Warrenville, Kiosk, 28W244 Warrenville Rd, IL

Project # :

11197229A
Asbestos, Bulk Sample Analysis

Report Date : 11/14/2019
Sample Date : 11/05/2019

Identification :
Test Method :

Polarized Light Microscopy / Dispersion Staining (PLM/DS)
EPA Method 600 / R-93 / 116

Page 1 of 6

On 11/7/2019, eighty one (81) bulk material samples were submitted by Heather Eckard of Terracon - Glendale Heights for asbestos analysis by PLM/DS.
The PLM Detail Report is attached; additional information may be found therein. The results are summarized below:

Sample Number

Client Sample Description / Location

Asbestos Content

1-CT2-01

2 x 2 Ceiling Tile (Fissured), North

None Detected - Acoustic Tile

1-CT2-02

2 x 2 Ceiling Tile (Fissured), West

None Detected - Acoustic Tile

1-CT2-03

2 x 2 Ceiling Tile (Fissured), Center

None Detected - Acoustic Tile

2-MA3 / MA4-04

Grout (Dark Grey) and Mortar (Grey) on 8" Ceramic Floor
Tile (Brown) and Mastic (Yellow), East

None Detected - Grout
None Detected - Mortar
2% Chrysotile - Thinset
None Detected - Yellow Mastic

2-MA3 / MA4-05

Grout (Dark Grey) and Mortar (Grey) on 8" Ceramic Floor
Tile (Brown) and Mastic (Yellow), West

None Detected - Grout
None Detected - Mortar
2% Chrysotile - Thinset
None Detected - Yellow Mastic

2-MA3 / MA4-06

Grout (Dark Grey) and Mortar (Grey) on 8" Ceramic Floor
Tile (Brown) and Mastic (Yellow), West

None Detected - Grout
None Detected - Mortar
2% Chrysotile - Thinset
None Detected - Yellow Mastic

3-FC3-07

4" Cove Base (Brown) and Mastic (Brown), East

None Detected - Cove Base
None Detected - Brown Mastic

3-FC3-08

4" Cove Base (Brown) and Mastic (Brown), South

None Detected - Cove Base
None Detected - Brown Mastic

3-FC3-09

4" Cove Base (Brown) and Mastic (Brown), West

None Detected - Cove Base
None Detected - Brown Mastic

4-WB1-10

Drywall, Tape, Joint Compound and Mastic (Yellow), East

None Detected - Drywall Material
None Detected - Joint Compound

4-WB1-11

Drywall, Tape, Joint Compound and Mastic (Yellow), South None Detected - Drywall Material
None Detected - Joint Compound

4-WB1-12

Drywall, Tape, Joint Compound and Mastic (Yellow), West

None Detected - Drywall Material
None Detected - Joint Compound

5-CA5-13

Exterior Canopy Caulk (White), Above Kiosk

None Detected - Caulking
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On 11/7/2019, eighty one (81) bulk material samples were submitted by Heather Eckard of Terracon - Glendale Heights for asbestos analysis by PLM/DS.
The PLM Detail Report is attached; additional information may be found therein. The results are summarized below:

Sample Number

Client Sample Description / Location

Asbestos Content

5-CA5-14

Exterior Canopy Caulk (White), Above Kiosk

None Detected - Caulking

5-CA5-15

Exterior Canopy Caulk (White), Above Kiosk

None Detected - Caulking

6-CA1-16

Window Caulking (Black), North

None Detected - Caulking

6-CA1-17

Window Caulking (Black), West

None Detected - Caulking

6-CA1-18

Window Caulking (Black), East

None Detected - Caulking

7-CA5-19

Caulking on RTU (Grey), RTU

None Detected - Caulking

7-CA5-20

Caulking on RTU (Grey), RTU

None Detected - Caulking

7-CA5-21

Caulking on RTU (Grey), RTU

None Detected - Caulking

8-RF6-22

Roof Field Membrane, Fiberboard, North

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Tan Mastic
None Detected - Underlayment

8-RF6-23

Roof Field Membrane, Fiberboard, South

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Tan Mastic
None Detected - Underlayment

8-RF6-24

Roof Field Membrane, Fiberboard, East

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Tan Mastic
None Detected - Underlayment

9-RF4-25

Roof Flashing, Membrane, Mastic (Yellow), North

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Tan Mastic
No Flashing

9-RF4-26

Roof Flashing, Membrane, Mastic (Yellow), South

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Tan Mastic
No Flashing

9-RF4-27

Roof Flashing, Membrane, Mastic (Yellow), East

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Tan Mastic
No Flashing
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On 11/7/2019, eighty one (81) bulk material samples were submitted by Heather Eckard of Terracon - Glendale Heights for asbestos analysis by PLM/DS.
The PLM Detail Report is attached; additional information may be found therein. The results are summarized below:

Sample Number

Client Sample Description / Location

Asbestos Content

10-RF6-28

Roof Field, North

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Roofing Tar
None Detected - Underlayment

10-RF6-29

Roof Field, South

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Roofing Tar
None Detected - Underlayment

10-RF6-30

Roof Field, West

None Detected - Rubber Membrane
None Detected - Roofing Tar
None Detected - Underlayment

11-RF4-31

Roof Flashing, North

None Detected - Flashing Material
None Detected - Rubber Membrane

11-RF4-32

Roof Flashing, East

None Detected - Flashing Material
None Detected - Rubber Membrane

11-RF4-33

Roof Flashing, West

None Detected - Flashing Material
None Detected - Rubber Membrane

12-CA5-34

Caulking on Metal Flashing (Grey), South

None Detected - Caulking

12-CA5-35

Caulking on Metal Flashing (Grey), South

None Detected - Caulking

12-CA5-36

Caulking on Metal Flashing (Grey), South

None Detected - Caulking

13-CA5-37

Caulking (Grey) on Exhaust Vents, North

None Detected - Grey Caulking
None Detected - Black Caulking

13-CA5-38

Caulking (Grey) on Exhaust Vents, South

None Detected - Grey Caulking
None Detected - Black Caulking

13-CA5-39

Caulking (Grey) on Exhaust Vents, East

None Detected - Grey Caulking
None Detected - Black Caulking

14-CA1-40

Caulking on Skylights (Black), South Skylight

None Detected - Caulking 1
3% Chrysotile - Caulking 2

14-CA1-41

Caulking on Skylights (Black), South Skylight

None Detected - Caulking
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Sample Number

Client Sample Description / Location

Asbestos Content

14-CA1-42

Caulking on Skylights (Black), South Skylight

None Detected - Caulking 1
2% Chrysotile - Caulking 2

15-CT2-43

2 x 2 Drywall, Ceiling Tile (Smooth), Sales Area, Behind
Counter

None Detected - Drywall Tile
None Detected - Vinyl Facing

15-CT2-44

2 x 2 Drywall, Ceiling Tile (Smooth), Sales Area, East
Office

None Detected - Drywall Tile
None Detected - Vinyl Facing

15-CT2-45

2 x 2 Drywall, Ceiling Tile (Smooth), Sales Area, South
Office

None Detected - Drywall Tile
None Detected - Vinyl Facing

16-CT2-46

2' x 2' Ceiling (Fissures over Pinholes), Sales Area, North

None Detected - Acoustic Tile

16-CT2-47

2' x 2' Ceiling (Fissures over Pinholes), Sales Area, Center

None Detected - Acoustic Tile

16-CT2-48

2' x 2' Ceiling (Fissures over Pinholes), Sales Area, South

None Detected - Acoustic Tile

17-WB1-49

Drywall and Joint Compound, South, Behind Counter

None Detected - Drywall Material
None Detected - Joint Compound

17-WB1-50

Drywall and Joint Compound, East, Sales Area

None Detected - Drywall Material
None Detected - Joint Compound

17-WB1-51

Drywall and Joint Compound, East, Office

None Detected - Drywall Material
None Detected - Joint Compound

18-FT2-52

12" x 12" Floor Tile (White) and Mastic (Black), South,
Sales Area

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

18-FT2-53

12" x 12" Floor Tile (White) and Mastic (Black), North,
Sales Area

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

18-FT2-54

12" x 12" Floor Tile (White) and Mastic (Black), Center,
Sales Area

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

19-FT2-55

12" x 12" Floor Tile (Blue) and Mastic (Black), Center,
Sales Area

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

19-FT2-56

12" x 12" Floor Tile (Blue) and Mastic (Black), North,
Sales Area

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic
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Sample Number

Client Sample Description / Location

Asbestos Content

19-FT2-57

12" x 12" Floor Tile (Blue) and Mastic (Black), South,
Sales Area

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

20-FT2-58

12" x 12" Floor Tile (Red) and Mastic (Black), South, Sales None Detected - Floor Tile
Area
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

20-FT2-59

12" x 12" Floor Tile (Red) and Mastic (Black), Center,
Sales Area

20-FT2-60

12" x 12" Floor Tile (Red) and Mastic (Black), South, Sales None Detected - Floor Tile
Area
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

21-FT2-61

12" x 12" Floor Tile (White with Black Streaks) and Mastic
(Black and Yellow), East Office

None Detected - Floor Tile
None Detected - Yellow Mastic
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

21-FT2-62

12" x 12" Floor Tile (White with Black Streaks) and Mastic
(Black and Yellow), East Office

None Detected - Floor Tile
None Detected - Yellow Mastic
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

21-FT2-63

12" x 12" Floor Tile (White with Black Streaks) and Mastic
(Black and Yellow), Back Sales Floor, North

None Detected - Floor Tile
None Detected - Yellow Mastic
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic

22-FC3-64

4" Cove Base (Black) and Mastic, East

None Detected - Cove Base
None Detected - Tan Mastic

22-FC3-65

4" Cove Base (Black) and Mastic, West

None Detected - Cove Base
None Detected - Tan Mastic

22-FC3-66

4" Cove Base (Black) and Mastic, South

None Detected - Cove Base
None Detected - Tan Mastic

23-MG8-67

Mastic on Fiber Reinforced Panel, Back Slop Sink Area

None Detected - Yellow Mastic

23-MG8-68

Mastic on Fiber Reinforced Panel, Back Slop Sink Area

None Detected - Yellow Mastic

23-MG8-69

Mastic on Fiber Reinforced Panel, Back Slop Sink Area

None Detected - Yellow Mastic

24-SC6-70

Sink Undercoating (White), Sink behind Counter

5% Chrysotile - Sink Undercoating

24-SC6-71

Sink Undercoating (White), Sink behind Counter

5% Chrysotile - Sink Undercoating

None Detected - Floor Tile
5% Chrysotile - Black Mastic
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Sample Number
24-SC6-72

Client Sample Description / Location

Asbestos Content

Sink Undercoating (White), Sink behind Counter

5% Chrysotile - Sink Undercoating

25-MA3 / MA473

Grout and Mortar on 4" Ceramic Floor Tile (Brown),
Outside Bathroom

None Detected - Grout
None Detected - Mortar
2% Chrysotile - Thinset

25-MA3 / MA474

Grout and Mortar on 4" Ceramic Floor Tile (Brown),
Outside Bathroom

None Detected - Grout
None Detected - Mortar
2% Chrysotile - Thinset

25-MA3 / MA475

Grout and Mortar on 4" Ceramic Floor Tile (Brown),
Outside Bathroom

None Detected - Grout
None Detected - Mortar
2% Chrysotile - Thinset

26-CA1-76

Exterior Window Caulk (Black), West Side Window

None Detected - Caulking

26-CA1-77

Exterior Window Caulk (Black), West Side Window

None Detected - Caulking

26-CA1-78

Exterior Window Caulk (Black), West Side Window

None Detected - Caulking

27-CA5-79

Exterior Wall Caulking (White), West Side, North

None Detected - Caulking

27-CA5-80

Exterior Wall Caulking (White), West Side, North

None Detected - Caulking

27-CA5-81

Exterior Wall Caulking (White), West Side, South

None Detected - Caulking

These samples were analyzed by layers. Quantification, unless otherwise noted, is performed by calibrated visual
estimate. The test report shall not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval of the laboratory. The results
relate only to the items tested. These test results do not imply endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S.
Government. Accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program for Bulk Asbestos Fiber Analysis
under Lab Code 102056-0.

Analyst(s): Debra O'Sullivan, Hillary Tuerck, Melissa Garcia
Lab Manager : Heather Lopez

Approved Signatory :

Lab Director : Bruce Crabb

Approved Signatory :
Thank you for choosing Moody Labs

Moody Labs
2051 Valley View Lane
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% of Analysis
Analyst
Layer
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Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Cellulose Fibers

50%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-01

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Mineral Wool Fibers

30%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-01

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Perlite

20%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-02

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Cellulose Fibers

50%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-02

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Mineral Wool Fibers

30%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-02

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Perlite

20%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-03

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Cellulose Fibers

50%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-03

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Mineral Wool Fibers

30%

11/14

DO

1-CT2-03

Acoustic Tile (Light Grey)

100%

Perlite

20%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Grout (Dark Brown)

60%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Grout (Dark Brown)

60%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Mortar (Grey)

30%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Mortar (Grey)

30%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Aggregate

63%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

5%

Calcite

40%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-04 Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

5%

Glue Binders

60%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Grout (Dark Brown)

60%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Grout (Dark Brown)

60%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Mortar (Grey)

25%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Mortar (Grey)

25%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Aggregate

63%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

10%

Calcite

40%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-05 Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

10%

Glue Binders

60%

11/14

DO

Sample Number

Layer

1-CT2-01
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2-MA3 / MA4-06 Grout (Dark Brown)

45%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Grout (Dark Brown)

45%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Mortar (Grey)

40%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Mortar (Grey)

40%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Aggregate

63%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Thinset (Dark Grey)

5%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

10%

Calcite

40%

11/14

DO

2-MA3 / MA4-06 Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

10%

Glue Binders

60%

11/14

DO

Sample Number

Layer

3-FC3-07

Cove Base (Brown)

85%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-07

Brown Mastic (Brown)

15%

Calcite

50%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-07

Brown Mastic (Brown)

15%

Glue Binders

50%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-08

Cove Base (Brown)

85%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-08

Brown Mastic (Brown)

15%

Calcite

50%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-08

Brown Mastic (Brown)

15%

Glue Binders

50%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-09

Cove Base (Brown)

85%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-09

Brown Mastic (Brown)

15%

Calcite

50%

11/14

DO

3-FC3-09

Brown Mastic (Brown)

15%

Glue Binders

50%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-10

Drywall Material (White)

80%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-10

Drywall Material (White)

80%

Cellulose Fibers

1%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-10

Drywall Material (White)

80%

Gypsum / Binders

97%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-10

DW Paper / Tape (Tan / White)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-10

Joint Compound (White)

10%

Calcite / Talc / Binders

100%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-11

Drywall Material (White)

85%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-11

Drywall Material (White)

85%

Cellulose Fibers

1%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-11

Drywall Material (White)

85%

Gypsum / Binders

97%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-11

DW Paper / Tape (Tan / White)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-11

Joint Compound (White)

5%

Calcite / Talc / Binders

100%

11/14

DO
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Drywall Material (White)

85%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-12

Drywall Material (White)

85%

Cellulose Fibers

1%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-12

Drywall Material (White)

85%

Gypsum / Binders

97%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-12

DW Paper / Tape (Tan / White)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

DO

4-WB1-12

Joint Compound (White)

5%

Calcite / Talc / Binders

100%

11/14

DO

5-CA5-13

Caulking (White)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

DO

5-CA5-14

Caulking (White)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

DO

5-CA5-15

Caulking (White)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

DO

6-CA1-16

Caulking (Black)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

DO

6-CA1-17

Caulking (Black)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

DO

6-CA1-18

Caulking (Black)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

DO

7-CA5-19

Caulking (White)

100%

Calcite

50%

11/14

DO

7-CA5-19

Caulking (White)

100%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

DO

7-CA5-20

Caulking (White)

100%

Calcite

50%

11/14

DO

7-CA5-20

Caulking (White)

100%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

DO

7-CA5-21

Caulking (White)

100%

Calcite

50%

11/14

DO

7-CA5-21

Caulking (White)

100%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-22

Rubber Membrane (Black)

15%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-22

Tan Mastic (Tan)

1%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-22

Underlayment (Tan)

84%

Cellulose Fibers

80%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-22

Underlayment (Tan)

84%

Perlite

20%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-23

Aggregate (Tan)

15%

Aggregate

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-23

Rubber Membrane (Black)

15%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-23

Tan Mastic (Tan)

1%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-23

Underlayment (Tan)

69%

Cellulose Fibers

80%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-23

Underlayment (Tan)

69%

Perlite

20%

11/14

DO

Sample Number

Layer

4-WB1-12
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Rubber Membrane (Black)

15%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-24

Tan Mastic (Tan)

1%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-24

Underlayment (Tan)

84%

Cellulose Fibers

80%

11/14

DO

8-RF6-24

Underlayment (Tan)

84%

Perlite

20%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-25

Rubber Membrane (Black)

99%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-25

Tan Mastic (Tan)

1%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-25

No Flashing

11/14

DO

9-RF4-26

Rubber Membrane (Black)

99%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-26

Tan Mastic (Tan)

1%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-26

No Flashing

11/14

DO

9-RF4-27

Rubber Membrane (Black)

99%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-27

Tan Mastic (Tan)

1%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

DO

9-RF4-27

No Flashing

11/14

DO

10-RF6-28

Rubber Membrane (Black)

20%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-28

Roofing Tar (Black)

<1%

Tar Binders

100%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-28

Underlayment (Tan)

80%

Cellulose Fibers

80%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-28

Underlayment (Tan)

80%

Perlite

20%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-29

Rubber Membrane (Black)

20%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-29

Roofing Tar (Black)

<1%

Tar Binders

100%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-29

Underlayment (Tan)

80%

Cellulose Fibers

80%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-29

Underlayment (Tan)

80%

Perlite

20%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-30

Rubber Membrane (Black)

20%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-30

Roofing Tar (Black)

<1%

Tar Binders

100%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-30

Underlayment (Tan)

80%

Cellulose Fibers

80%

11/14

HT

10-RF6-30

Underlayment (Tan)

80%

Perlite

20%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-31

Flashing Material (Black)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

20%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-31

Flashing Material (Black)

10%

Tar Binders

80%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-31

Rubber Membrane (Black)

90%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

Sample Number

Layer

8-RF6-24
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Flashing Material (Black)

10%

Calcite

30%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-32

Flashing Material (Black)

10%

Tar Binders

70%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-32

Rubber Membrane (Black)

90%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-33

Flashing Material (Black)

10%

Calcite

30%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-33

Flashing Material (Black)

10%

Tar Binders

70%

11/14

HT

11-RF4-33

Rubber Membrane (Black)

90%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

12-CA5-34

Caulking (Grey)

100%

Binders / Fillers

100%

11/14

HT

12-CA5-35

Caulking (Grey)

100%

Binders / Fillers

100%

11/14

HT

12-CA5-36

Caulking (Grey)

100%

Binders / Fillers

100%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-37

Grey Caulking (Grey)

98%

Calcite

50%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-37

Grey Caulking (Grey)

98%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-37

Black Caulking (Black)

2%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-38

Grey Caulking (Grey)

15%

Calcite

50%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-38

Grey Caulking (Grey)

15%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-38

Black Caulking (Black)

85%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-39

Grey Caulking (Grey)

75%

Calcite

50%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-39

Grey Caulking (Grey)

75%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

HT

13-CA5-39

Black Caulking (Black)

25%

Rubber Binders

100%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-40

Caulking 1 (Black)

98%

Calcite

50%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-40

Caulking 1 (Black)

98%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-40

Caulking 2 (Black)

2%

Chrysotile

3%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-40

Caulking 2 (Black)

2%

Binders / Fillers

97%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-41

Caulking (Black)

100%

Calcite

50%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-41

Caulking (Black)

100%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-42

Caulking 1 (Black)

97%

Calcite

50%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-42

Caulking 1 (Black)

97%

Binders / Fillers

50%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-42

Caulking 2 (Black)

3%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

HT

14-CA1-42

Caulking 2 (Black)

3%

Binders / Fillers

97%

11/14

HT

Sample Number

Layer

11-RF4-32
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15-CT2-43

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Cellulose Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-43

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-43

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Mica

<1%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-43

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Gypsum / Binders

96%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-43

DW Paper Facing (Tan)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-43

Vinyl Facing (White)

5%

Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-44

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Cellulose Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-44

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-44

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Mica

<1%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-44

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Gypsum / Binders

96%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-44

DW Paper Facing (Tan)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-44

Vinyl Facing (White)

5%

Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-45

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Cellulose Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-45

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-45

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Mica

<1%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-45

Drywall Tile (White)

85%

Gypsum / Binders

96%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-45

DW Paper Facing (Tan)

10%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

HT

15-CT2-45

Vinyl Facing (White)

5%

Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-46

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Cellulose Fibers

50%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-46

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Mineral Wool Fibers

30%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-46

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Perlite

20%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-47

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Cellulose Fibers

50%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-47

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Mineral Wool Fibers

30%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-47

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Perlite

20%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-48

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Cellulose Fibers

50%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-48

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Mineral Wool Fibers

30%

11/14

HT

16-CT2-48

Acoustic Tile (Light Beige)

100%

Perlite

20%

11/14

HT
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Drywall Material (White)

25%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-49

Drywall Material (White)

25%

Cellulose Fibers

1%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-49

Drywall Material (White)

25%

Gypsum / Binders

97%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-49

DW Paper Facing (Tan)

15%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-49

Joint Compound (White)

60%

Calcite / Talc / Binders

100%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-50

Drywall Material (White)

30%

Cellulose Fibers

5%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-50

Drywall Material (White)

30%

Gypsum / Binders

95%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-50

DW Paper Facing (Tan)

15%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-50

Joint Compound (White)

55%

Calcite / Gypsum Binders

100%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-51

Drywall Material (White)

25%

Glass Wool Fibers

2%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-51

Drywall Material (White)

25%

Cellulose Fibers

1%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-51

Drywall Material (White)

25%

Gypsum / Binders

97%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-51

DW Paper Facing (Tan)

15%

Cellulose Fibers

100%

11/14

HT

17-WB1-51

Joint Compound (White)

60%

Calcite / Gypsum Binders

100%

11/14

HT

18-FT2-52

Floor Tile (Off-White)

95%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-52

Floor Tile (Off-White)

95%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-52

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-52

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-53

Floor Tile (Off-White)

95%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-53

Floor Tile (Off-White)

95%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-53

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-53

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-54

Floor Tile (Off-White)

97%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-54

Floor Tile (Off-White)

97%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-54

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

18-FT2-54

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-55

Floor Tile (Blue)

95%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-55

Floor Tile (Blue)

95%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-55

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-55

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

Sample Number

Layer

17-WB1-49
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19-FT2-56

Floor Tile (Blue)

97%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-56

Floor Tile (Blue)

97%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-56

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-56

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-57

Floor Tile (Blue)

97%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-57

Floor Tile (Blue)

97%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-57

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

19-FT2-57

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-58

Floor Tile (Red)

97%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-58

Floor Tile (Red)

97%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-58

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-58

Black Mastic (Black)

3%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-59

Floor Tile (Red)

99%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-59

Floor Tile (Red)

99%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-59

Black Mastic (Black)

1%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-59

Black Mastic (Black)

1%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-60

Floor Tile (Red)

95%

Synthetic Fibers

5%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-60

Floor Tile (Red)

95%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

95%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-60

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

20-FT2-60

Black Mastic (Black)

5%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-61

Floor Tile (Off-White / Grey)

96%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-61

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

3%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-61

Black Mastic (Black)

1%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-61

Black Mastic (Black)

1%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-62

Floor Tile (Off-White / Grey)

95%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-62

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

3%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-62

Black Mastic (Black)

2%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-62

Black Mastic (Black)

2%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG
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21-FT2-63

Floor Tile (Off-White / Grey)

95%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-63

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

4%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-63

Black Mastic (Black)

1%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

21-FT2-63

Black Mastic (Black)

1%

Tar Binders

95%

11/14

MG

22-FC3-64

Cove Base (Black)

97%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

MG

22-FC3-64

Tan Mastic (Tan)

3%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

MG

22-FC3-65

Cove Base (Black)

90%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

MG

22-FC3-65

Tan Mastic (Tan)

10%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

MG

22-FC3-66

Cove Base (Black)

90%

Calcite / Vinyl Binders

100%

11/14

MG

22-FC3-66

Tan Mastic (Tan)

10%

Glue Binders

100%

11/14

MG

23-MG8-67

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

100%

Calcite

20%

11/14

MG

23-MG8-67

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

100%

Glue Binders

80%

11/14

MG

23-MG8-68

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

100%

Calcite

20%

11/14

MG

23-MG8-68

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

100%

Glue Binders

80%

11/14

MG

23-MG8-69

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

100%

Calcite

20%

11/14

MG

23-MG8-69

Yellow Mastic (Yellow)

100%

Glue Binders

80%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-70

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-70

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Calcite / Talc

50%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-70

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Binders / Fillers

45%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-71

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-71

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Calcite / Talc

50%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-71

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Binders / Fillers

45%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-72

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Chrysotile

5%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-72

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Calcite / Talc

50%

11/14

MG

24-SC6-72

Sink Undercoating (Light Grey)

100%

Binders / Fillers

45%

11/14

MG
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25-MA3 / MA4- Grout (Grey)
73

70%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Grout (Grey)
73

70%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Mortar (Grey)
73

<1%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Mortar (Grey)
73

<1%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
73

30%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
73

30%

Aggregate

63%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
73

30%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Grout (Grey)
74

55%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Grout (Grey)
74

55%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Mortar (Grey)
74

40%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Mortar (Grey)
74

40%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
74

5%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
74

5%

Aggregate

63%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
74

5%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG
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25-MA3 / MA4- Grout (Grey)
75

60%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Grout (Grey)
75

60%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Mortar (Grey)
75

30%

Aggregate

65%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Mortar (Grey)
75

30%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
75

10%

Chrysotile

2%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
75

10%

Aggregate

63%

11/14

MG

25-MA3 / MA4- Thinset (Grey)
75

10%

Cement Binders

35%

11/14

MG

Sample Number

Layer

26-CA1-76

Caulking (Black)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

MG

26-CA1-77

Caulking (Black)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

MG

26-CA1-78

Caulking (Black)

100%

Silicone Binders

100%

11/14

MG

27-CA5-79

Caulking (Off-White)

100%

Binders / Fillers

100%

11/14

MG

27-CA5-80

Caulking (Off-White)

100%

Binders / Fillers

100%

11/14

MG

27-CA5-81

Caulking (Off-White)

100%

Binders / Fillers

100%

11/14

MG

APPENDIX D

LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

APPENDIX E

PHOTOGRAPHS

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

Asbestos and Regulated Materials Survey
Former Phillips 66 Station ■ Warrenville, IL
November 22, 2019 ■ Terracon Project No. 11197229A

Photo #1

HA1: 2’x2’ fissured ceiling tile (non-ACM)

Photo #2

HA2 & HA3: Grout and mortar on 8”
brown ceramic floor tile (ACM) and 4”
Brown cove base and brown mastic (nonACM)

Photo #3

HA4: Drywall and joint compound (nonACM)

Photo #4

HA5: Exterior white canopy caulk (nonACM)

Photo #5

HA6: Black window caulking (non-ACM)

Photo #6

HA7: Grey caulking on RTU (non-ACM)

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

Asbestos and Regulated Materials Survey
Former Phillips 66 Station ■ Warrenville, IL
November 22, 2019 ■ Terracon Project No. 11197229A

Photo #7

HA8 & HA9: Roof field (non-ACM) and
roof flashing (non-ACM) on kiosk

Photo #8

Photo #9

HA12: Grey caulking on metal flashing
(non-ACM)

Photo #10 HA13: Grey caulking on exhaust vents

Photo #11

HA14: Black caulking on skylights
(ACM)

Photo #12 HA15: 2’x2’ smooth ceiling tile (drywall)
(non-ACM)

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

HA10 & HA11: Roof field (non-ACM) and
roof flashing (non-ACM) convenience store

Asbestos and Regulated Materials Survey
Former Phillips 66 Station ■ Warrenville, IL
November 22, 2019 ■ Terracon Project No. 11197229A

Photo #13

HA16: 2’x2’ fissured and pinhole ceiling
tile (non-ACM)

Photo #14

HA17: Drywall and joint compound (nonACM)

Photo #15

HA18 & HA19: 12”x12” white (nonACM) and blue (non-ACM) floor tile and
black mastic (ACM)

Photo #16

HA20: 12”x12” red floor tile (non-ACM)
and black mastic (ACM)

Photo #17

HA21 & HA22: 12”x12” white with black
streaks floor tile (non-ACM), yellow
mastic (non-ACM) and black mastic
(ACM) 4” black cove base and tan mastic
(non-ACM)

Photo #18 HA23: Mastic on fiber reinforced panels
(non-ACM)

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable
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Photo #19

HA24: White sink undercoating (ACM)

Photo #20 HA25: Grout and mortar on 4” brown
ceramic floor tile (ACM)

Photo #21

HA26: Exterior black window caulk (nonACM)

Photo #22 HA27: Exterior white wall caulking (nonACM)

Photo #23

Kiosk: 4-ft. fluorescent lamps and
ballasts

Photo #24 Exterior gas pumping station canopy: Light
fixtures (assumed light bulbs & ballasts)

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable
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Photo #25

Kiosk: Mercury thermostat

Photo #26

Kiosk: Computer monitor

Photo #27

Kiosk: Fire extinguisher

Photo #28

Kiosk: Electrical panels

Photo #29

Kiosk: Roof top unit

Photo #30 Convenience store: 4-ft. fluorescent lamps
and ballasts

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable
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Photo #31

Convenience store: 8-ft. fluorescent
lamps and ballasts

Photo #32 Convenience store: 8-ft. fluorescent lamp
and ballasts (exterior)

Photo #33

Convenience store: Light bulbs in can
fixtures

Photo #34 Convenience store:
(exterior)

Photo #35

Convenience store: Street light (exterior)

Photo #36 Convenience store: Flood lights (exterior)

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

1’x1’ light fixtures
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Photo #37

Convenience store: RTU’s

Photo #38

Convenience store: Fire Extinguisher

Photo #39

Convenience store: Exit sign/lights

Photo #40

Convenience store: 55-gallon drum

Photo #41

Convenience store: Electrical panels

Photo #42 Convenience store: Cleaning supplies

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable
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Photo #43

Convenience store: Polyurethane
converter

Responsive ■ Resourceful ■ Reliable

